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Preacher singles out groups
Students upset
with visitor's
accusations
QuernWows writer

BY KMSTY

Around 200 Eastern students
turned out to hear Jed Smock
exercise his freedom of speech
Tuesday outside the Powell
Building.
What started out as a public
speaking demonstration turned

into a shoving match.
Students lined stairways and
hung over the balcony screaming
"get off our campus," "shut up"
and "you are a hypocrite."
The minister from Ohio was
addressing the moral fibers of this
university in a speech seasoned
with sexist remarks and personal
attacks.
"I preach against sin and most
ministers don't preach about this
anymore," Smock said.
Smock spoke about drinking
and sexual activity. He specifically
singled out fraternities and sorori-

ties on campuses for exhibiting
immoral behavior.
"Smock said he was once in a
fraternity, so he singled us out,"
James Baker, a freshman member
of Sigma Pi, said.
Smock also said women are
supposed to be servants to men
and spoke against the student
body electing a woman as president of student government
"I think that Melody Mason
should govern our student body
because she gets things done,"
Baker said.

Along with many of the students, Melody Mason, president of
student association, was on hand
to witness the speech.
"The reason that people got so
frustrated was when he pinpointed
certain people out and made sexist
comments," Mason said. "I refuse
to let anyone degrade myself or
anyone around me."
Mason stepped out from the
crowd and addressed Smock
directly about the sexist comments that were made.
See Preacher/Page A8

Kavanaugh
gets trial date

ABC
charges 2
local bars
in violation

the case is discussed, and the
judge takes any motions made,"
Smith said. This could involve witA February trial date was set nesses, depending on what kind of
Monday
for Glenn
Kirby motions the attorney makes."
Kavanaugh, the man charged with
Kavanaugh has been housed at
reckless homicide in connection the Madison County Detention
with an August shooting at Center since the Aug. 29 shooting.
ijhoney's Inn Conference Center.
He is being held on a $250,000
Kavanaugh, 21, was arraigned bond". Smith safd.
this week at the Madison County
The shooting, which occurred
Court House.
outside a party held in the conferJudge
William
Jennings ence room of the Shoney's Inn,
presided over the circuit court resulted in the death of Larry Scott
case and explained the charges Jackson of Richmond.
and the defendant's rights.
Kavanaugh was charged with
"The indictment was read to murder by Richmond Police offihim and he was advised of his cers after he turned himself in the
rights," said Tom Smith, common- day after the shooting, but a
wealth attorney. "He was also Madison County grand jury
asked how he plead, and he plead reduced the charge to reckltss
homicide in October.
not guilty."
Some friends of Kavanaugh's
The trial date was set for Feb. 3,
with pre-trials set to begin in mid to called the shooting self-defense at
a
preliminary
hearing
in
late January.
These are where the status of September.
BY JENNIFER AUUELD

News editor

BY JENWWW AUUELD

News editor

Alcohol Beverage Control
(ABC) officer* wrapped up investi-gaiions of Phone 3 Lounge and
TazweH's last week. The licensees
for the two bars were charged in'
violation of Kentucky Revised
Statutes.
"The violations were called 'a
sales to a certain person prohibited,™ said James Covington, assistant ABC enforcement chief. "The
licensee is responsible for minors
acquiring alcohol in their establishments."
Although the investigations,
which began with on-site inspections of both bars Oct. 24, are complete, no action has been taken
against the bars.
"We've finalized the investigations," Covington said. "We turned
our reports in to the board. The
board will then decide whether or
not to have a hearing."
If a hearing is held, the board
can choose to do anything from
dropping all charges to revoking
the establishment's liquor license.
The investigation for J. Sutler's
Mill, which began Nov. 1 with an
ABC inspection, remains open.
One of the ABC officers
involved in the Nov. 1 inspection
was fired last week. Christopher
Aaron Turner, 23, will be employed
by the ABC until Nov. 29.
Carol Czirr. spokeswoman for
the Cabinet of Public Protection
and Regulation would not comment on the reason Turner was
fired.
"He was still on his first-year
probation, so it is not at all unusual to terminate one's employment
for performance or other issues,"
Czirr said.
Greg Ginter, the state chief
alcohol beverage control officer,
also left the department this
month. Czirr said she thinks the
changes in personnel will not
affect any on-going investigations.
"I'm sure that anything pending
will be picked up by Jim
Covington," Czirr said. "I just
talked to some people over there a
few minutes ago and morale seems
all right"

Baker, a
freshman
and member
of Sigma PI
fraternity, listened as Jed
Smock ■
spoke in
Powell Ptaza
Tuesday.
The traveling
minister ■
provoked
students with
hiscom- ■
merits and
taped their
reactions.
Amy Keams
/Progress

► Rogers Murder Case; One Year Later

Murder suspect
awaiting trial
Rogers could get
death penalty if
found guilty in Fla.
BYTMMOUETTE
Managing editor

}

Alleged killer Glen Rogers is
waiting.
A year and five days since his
capture by Kentucky State Police
near Waco, Rogers has been
through extradition, attorney
changes and is now awaiting his
trial in the Morgan Street Jail in
Tampa, Fla.
Rogers' trial date is set for Feb.
17, said Nick Sinardi, a Tampa
lawyer who was appointed by the
court to handle the accused's
defense.
There may be some other
hearings before then, but I don't
recall any specific dates being

-

The play Is the thing
Charles MuMns, who plays Robert SWeway in the university's production of "Our Country's Good," practices

his entrance lor the ploy within the ptay. For play times
and ticket information, see Arts/B3.

STDs down on campus, despite 'Jeopardy* rumor
BY DANETTA BARKER

STDs decline on campus

Assistant news editor

ioo ► The number of patients diagnosed with a
; sexually transmitted disease at Student Health
J Services has decreased hi the past year.
75

Tim MoMM/Progracs

Answer The university with the
highest reported STDs.
Question: What is Eastern
Kentucky University?
A rumor has been floating
around campus that this question
recently appeared on me popular
evening game show "Jeopardy, but
show officials said it never happened.
Susan Dickies, the producer of
the highly rated question-andanswer show, said the show would
never allow a question like that to
be used.

"It is completely not in keeping
with the tone of the material,"
Dickies said.
"I have personally gone through
our data bank using 'Eastern
Kentucky
University'
and
'Kentucky" and nothing came up,"
Dickies said. The question is
absolutely not true."
Dr. Ralph E. Bowling, director of
Student Health Services, agreed
the statement was unfounded.
Records show a drop in sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs) on
campus this year, Bowling said.
"I am surprised, given the dating
habits of students, that we don't

K

have more STDs reported,"
Bowling said. "During the four-year
period I've been here, we have not
been aware of anyone having HIV."
Reported cases of chlamydia on
campus have dropped 50 percent in
the past year, although the disease
remains the most common STD in
the United States.
Symptoms for chlamydia show
up one to four weeks after contact
Eighty percent of women will have
symptoms, while only 10 percent of
men will show any sign of infection.
Discharge from Die vagina and
See STDs/Page AS

set," Sinardi said.
Rogers, who was called "the
most dangerous individual in the
United States" by a Mississippi
detective following the capture,
was held in the Madison County
Detention
Center
between
November 1995 and February
1996.
Rogers was captured by
Kentucky State Police three miles
outside of Waco.
He was apprehended as ihe
result of a 15-mile chase that bffJBi
in Irvine. The state police wereirritially alerted of Rogers' presence in
the area by his relatives in Lee
County.
With four states lobbying, to
have Rogers brought to tjieir
courts for trial on murder
charges, the initial agreement to
send him to Florida had a stipulation: Rogers would be sent back
See Rogers/Page A8
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Reminder
Tuesday is the last day of classes before Thanksgiving Break.
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Mary Ann Lawrenca, edfcor

Perspective
► Editorials

Community focus could stop enrollment drop
It seems that each year we see fewer
and fewer students in die hallowed
halls of this institution.
The decreases have been relatively
small—a few hundred each year—but
over a few years, these losses add up to
fewer programs and organizations on
campus.
This semester, 15,161 students are
enrolled — a 3.6 percent drop from last
year's 15,727.
The decrease has been steady for
the last four years. Doug Whitlock,
executive assistant to die president,
said factors affecting this drop include
fewer graduates in the commonwealth
than in past years, falling unemployment, and the fact Eastern doesn't have
the resources to attract African-

American students.
"We are a fine institution, and we
need to encourage more people to
attend," Whitiock said.
What is die university doing to
improve enrollment?
Spotlight Day. Whitlock said there
were more people involved in the
recruiting event than ever before.
A good start, but more can be done.
The university must do its part to
improve campus conditions. Then, it
will speak for itself to students thinking
about attending.
Today, many college-bound students
check out several institutions before
settling on one, weighing the pros and
cons of each.
Eastern has in its favor one of die

lowest tuitions in the state and a beautifully landscaped campus. Also, the fact
students have the option of staying in
the same dorm room with die same
roommate their entire time at Eastern is
aphis.
However, there are a few things in
die minus column, such as the under21 rule, which says any student under
the age of 21 must live in university
housing, unless they live within 50
miles of campus.
This rule probably turns away quite
a few applicants. And if s not just that
they have to live on campus, if s more
that campus living is inconvenient Not
to say if s inconvenient to classes,
because that is the one big phis to living on campus.

If s that it is inconvenient to grocery
shopping, video rental, laundry and
other everyday living wants and needs.
Administrators always call Eastern a
community, but students cannot do
things here that they would in a community.
To improve enrollment and improve
the number of students who live on campus, trie university must make itself truly a
community. Here are a few suggestions to
do that
1.) Put a small grocery in die lobbies of each of the six residence hall
areas — one in die Palmer,
Commonwealth, Brockton area, one in
the Clay, Case, Burnam area, etc
2.) Let students apply their Colonel 1
Card and their Board Plans to the gro-

► Campus Comments

Life's biggest
troubles
usually
nothing new

CompNed by Amy Kearns

Q. Whafs the first thing
you'll do over the holiday?
Name: Aubrey Contey
Age:20
Major: Nursing
Year: Junior
Hometown: Somerset

^>S

This piece is about nothing-. Is*/
nothing because there is nothing
left to say. AH has been said many,
many, many times before.
That is, everything is not new.
For some time, the same observations
have been rehatched
with some new minor
twist, like a change in
a character's costume
during a play. Or
maybe the addition of
a new character to
the drama, in the tradition of Sophocles,
^
the great and celebrated Greek.

"Spend time with my
family, then move."

Name: Clay HosWns
Age: 18
Major: Construction tech
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Liberty
"See my girlfriend."

•ffismau

lotaomtOneJtai

■■'■.|)»*"T-»

N(i*ie:TheoBelamy
Age: 25
Major: Physical
education
Year: Senior
Hometown: Louisville

University

Give my mother a
big hug and call my
friends up to party.

Name: Tony Dean
Age: 27
Major: Manufacturing
technology
Year: Senior
Hometown: Louisville
"Greet my family."

Name: April Scalf
Age: 25
Major: Accounting
Yj»r: Senior
Hometown:
Ftykcastle County
iivork-Thanksgiving
D%, but the first thing
lido is dean the house
♦oOhs company.'*
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ceries, as well as to pop and laundry
machines.
3.) Open a video rental place on
campus so students can rent videos
without having to drive off campus.
They could use their Board Plan or
Colonel Cards mere, too.
By making Eastern a true community, the under-21 rule would be easier
for prospects to accept, and the university might keep a few more people living on campus after they turn 21.
These suggestions would also make
the Board Plan and Colonel Card more
popular.
In order to attract and keep students, it may be time for the university
to exercise some understanding of the
wants of today's college students.

Be careful. The eyes of campus may be watching. Two of
the most prevalent forms of
communication — letter writing
and Internet discussion—both can
be monitored by campus entities if
a problem is suspected, so the
scare of Big Brother watching may
be very real.
The new Computer and
Communications Ethics
Committee has the capability to
monitor individuals' activities while
they are logged on, such as watching which web sites the user visits
during the session.
In the university mail room, the
staff has the option of opening a
piece of campus mail if it is not in
the proper interoffice envelope,
despite the fact such an act can be a
federal offense.
While staffs at both departments
offer reasons which seem viable
excuses for peering into what many
consider private business, just the
possibility of having what could be
very personal information accessible to a stranger is staggering.
Since university policy allows for
both actions to happen, if s not the
individuals in the departments who

trust
should be concerned with the possible ramifications; the responsibility falls with the university guidelines allowing such activities to happen at all.
Not to say that either entity isn't
trustworthy, but placing the power
to look into the private actions of
others into anyone's hands can
often lead to trouble and distrust,
regardless of whether or not any
real dangers of serious tampering
exist
A student body needs to be able
to trust its university.
Without the trust of its students,
if s tough for a school to have support of its most important interest
group when it comes time to make
important decisions.
Right now, the fact that university employees do have the access
and the university approval to peek
into mail or computer activities
doesn't appear to be breaching students' rights.
However, if it remains university
policy for campus employees to be
able to examine mail or computing
sessions, whatever trust students
have in Eastern is likely to diminish.
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Eastern should re-examine its
policy regarding student privacy
and should redraft alternate measures to remedy misdirected mail
or possible misuse of the computer
network.
Perhaps the university could
check computer use by requiring
students to keep a log of their activities. Maybe poorly prepared campus mail should be stored until
someone calls wondering why the
letter hasn't been received yet
These are only suggestions, but
a formal solution needs to be put in
place.
When breakdowns in communication happen on campus, the solution shouldn't be to just open the
message to see who sent it and possibly find out what the message is
regarding.
The solution should retain more
privacy than that
The university's No. 1 goal is the
transfer of information.
If students cant be assured their
mail and computer activities will
remain confidential, it will be tough
for them to trust the very source of
the information they are meant to
take such strong stock in.

Corrections Policy
■ An extended outline on the Activities
page in last week's Progress, should
have said the men's volleyball team
came in second in Its biggest tournament to date. Also, Clay Forehand
should have been identified as president of the club.
■ The Eastern Progress wHI publish
clarifications and corrections when
needed on the Perspective pages, if
you have a correction, please send it
to the editor in writing by noon
Monday before publication on
Thursday.

practice has really
VICTOR CUELLAR
My Turn
been dropped altogether, and the same
worn observations
are simply passed on to a new generation.
A vicious cycle to keep the thing floating;
aorta like a stupid dog chasing itself in
circles after its tail.
Many ages ago, a noted wise man
recorded that there was nothing new
under the sun, but he forgot to mention
that even then that observation was
already as worn out as old Moses' unholy
sandals I figure he wanted credit for
coming up with something new. But like
I said, there is nothing new, and I know it.
I think most of us know it, too. We
just like not to remember. We like to forget We like, and I include myself, to
imagine we have reigns on the great,
monstrous thing called Time, but even
this self-deception is older than Sisyphus
and his rock, and as boringty repetitive.
No, we presently face the same notnew concerns that have always entertained humanity, the same not-new concerns in science; the same not-new concerns in the arts; the same not-new concerns about the gap between the rich and
poor, male and female, and young and old
alike We have an equal plateful of the
same worries to feed us all the same.
A rather bleak and miserable picture
for us, as youth, to view, no doubt
After all, there are some things to look
forward to, right?
For most of us, there is a graduation
that marks the peak of our collegiate
intellectual development and personal
maturity, and a charming piece of paper
that attests to our being able to think we
can think.
And of course, there will be the
inevitably humbling experience of having
to face well-fed, short-haired, overdressed baby boomers that own too many
small, cheap, plastic picture frames with
photographs of two big-eyed toddlers and
a dog.
We will nod understandingty as they
confess with almost believable sincere
commiseration that they regret to Inform
us that practical experience and a piece of
paper do not equate.
After many attempts, there will be the
celebration of landing the first meaningful job, mostly as an expression of relief
Marriage fondly awaits. And, if trends
remain true, for one out of three of us—
divorce.
Children, no doubt, are in the works,
to use a cliche.
A mortgage or two, perhaps.
For some, a premature passing. The
rest of us will be attending their funerals
and afterwards walking away happy that it
wasn't our turd... yet
Taxes, lots of taxes, at least another
four more years worth, anyway.
Like IVe said, too often to be sure,
there isn't anything new under the 5-bfllion-year-old star we quaintly call sun.
Cutttar is a junior English major from
Florida and is staff artist for the Progras.
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Egomaniacs beware: Top dog tough title to keep
In the rat race we've K> eloquently
ing the gold drives and consumes us. In
termed "life," one thing
essence, we base how good we are
and one thing only deterat something on a relative basis —
mines one's worth — how
relative to how good someone else
close you are to being the
is at the same task.
best
As that woman with short blond
That mythical planet
hair on the infomercials would say
called first place summons
— stop the insanity.
more people by mysterious
If s time for the slackers of the
magic than Woodstock. It
world to rise and unite, to show all
makes heroes out of mere
those go-getters there's more to life
mortals quicker than the
than pushing the guy in front of you
space program and robs indidown so you can use him as a step
viduals of their sense of
TmMouETre
ladder up to the next pillar of sucTumrn
humor, their decency and
cess.
essentially of their humanity.
I'm not saying to avoid pursuing
In a world which has no
greatness, but just like everything
room for people who finish second, takin life, do it with moderation.

► Sticky Uk«

QIIM:

That revelation took me a while to
accept
But, just like every truly important lesson in life, I learned it while playing laser
tag.
A spring break trip down to the
"Great" Smoky Mountains inevitably led
to racing go-carts and playing laser tag.
After finishing second out of two (with
the winner being the closest acquaintance I have) on the race track, I was
primed not to let the same misfortune
beset me once we got into the laser tag
arena.
Being a big fan of Star Wars, I'm down
with all the laser fight lingo; with a
blaster in my hand, this competition was
mine to win.

By Victor Cuellar

After we entered the maze, I hunkered
down behind a partition and awaited my
unwitting victims to appear through the
mist
I became crazed — yelling stuff like
"cover me, I'm going in" to mothers in
high heels. I was sure, during the intense
battle, I was scoring enough hits to
ensure a first-place win.
Sure, I took the occasional hit myself,
but that one 8 year old waa pretty handy
with a laser.
We left the fighting area, and I quickly
awaited my scorecard.
The results — second. Huh?
Yip. That 8 year old was a little better
than I gave him credit for.
I began to do some soul-searching. I

asked myself, "What could I have done to
have finished better in the game?"
The truth in the matter is, I couldn't
have done any better, which is the ultimate point we have to realize in life.
The only person you can really compete against and be a better person for is
yourself.
If you work to further your skills and
limit your limitations, that's what life is all
about
Working to be the best for the glory,
the prestige and the notoriety ultimately,
leads to self-destruction.
So don't be afraid of the silver medal.
Believe that being first in line is obtainable, but don't be afraid of being next
But do be afraid of an 8 year old with a
laser rifle.

Sexless equals sexy?
Some marketers of clothing, perfume hope we think so
politically-correct cologne,
I noticed something strange as
I flipped through the glossy
"One."
pages of a fashion magazine.
Touted as a single scent for both
Rows of young people gazed
sexes, "One" was, and is, played as
blankly out at me from
the utmost in cool.
the advertisements;
Sure, "Onetheir hair cut in perfect
smells OK, and, from an
bowls or arranged in
economic standpoint, it's
artful strands around
not a bad idea. Whole
smooth faces.
families can share a big
Attractive, yes, but
ole' bottle of it and
identifiabry male or
everybody smells good.
female, no.
Klein's latest scent,
They're all dressed
"Be," is riding the unisex
alike. Wait that one's a
coattails of "One" to
guy. I think. No, maybe
financial success. "Be" is
not.
SOPHY MOTT
also pitched as a singular
Sexless is sexy, it
cologne; no matter what
seems, and this androg- ^^
' sex you are, just "Be."
ynous "boy meets girl, boy starts
And hey, if you're not quite sure
to look like girl" and vice versa
what you are, just "Be" that.
style has become all the buzz in
Klein is not the only one pushthe fashion arena.
ing this "androgyny is for me"
Clothes are no longer sold on
trend.
the basis of what they can do for
Companies such as the Gap
you as a male or female, but what have latched on to the notion that
they can do for you as a human,
young people aren't sure quite
period.
what they are, so let's just make
'em all look alike.
Unisex clothing, of course, is
nothing new. But using sexual
I'm not making a judgment call
ambiguity to sell it is.
on androgyny; it's not a bad
Calvin Klein is the most promi- thing. I mean, everyone got a big
nent seller of this bland, sexless
kick out of "Pat," the "Saturday
fashion.
. Night Live" character devoid of
It all started with that oh-soany sexual orientation, but this

HllH

kind of sexless person is not the'
norm — yet anyway.
-*
Promoting this homogeneous
fashion plays down the integral' ■'
differences between men and <, • •
women, the very differences that,.
make it interesting to be a
woman or to be
a man.
Everyone
knows that
men and
women share
equal places in
society. But
having the
same capabilities doesn't
mean the sexes
have to have
the same
appearance, too. This gender- < '
bending fashion is neither fun .
nor sexy — if s a marketing
trend, and I hope it goes away.
Being feminine, on the other
hand, is fun — and sexy. I don't
know about being masculine —
maybe 111 just have to sprite on .
some "Be" and find out.
J

Mott is a fashion apparel and
merchandising major from Irvine
and is copy editor for the Progress-

toth«KMor

Green light means
car has right of way

i the authority to enforce it
One is still free to guide their life as
they see fit

I have worked at Eastern for 14
2. College is for education, but it is
years. Every semester, I find out
not meant to suppress the personalthat some members of the universi- ity and identity of students and turn
ty community do not understand
them into mindless, uniform
how or when to use crosswalks.
drones.
This is a very simple concept
when a motor vehicle has the
3. The Bill of Rights gives us the
GREEN light the CAR has the right right to freedom of speech AND
of way.
expression, which applies to the
Almost every semester, I have to entire United States. The last time
screech my car to a halt because
I checked, Eastern had not seceded
there are some people in the cross- from the nation and formed a sepawalk when I have the green light
rate entity.
with the right of way.
I understand, if s not entirely the 4. Life is far too short to worry
pedestrians' fault they dont know
about how those around you
when to walk through the crossexpress themselves. Spend less
walks. It is, however, some of their time trying to force people to
peers' fault
adhere to your personal ideology,
I have taught my 4-year-old
learn to accept others for who and
daughter the proper way to use
what they are, and above all else,
crosswalks to prevent accidents.
encourage diversity.
Hopefully, when she gets in college
and is an adult she will remember
what she was taught at an early
James L Williamson
age.
ODonnell Hall
For the few people who don't
obey the Kentucky traffic laws KRS
189231, KRS 189339 and KRS
189570 set up by the general
assembly, please be careful.
You could get a ticket with your
ride to the hospital
For many years now, Eastern
Be aware and be safe. Stop, look
has toyed with the idea of fraternity
and listen!
housing. This last year, some
Steve Allen improvement was made in tills
Energy Mgt System effort, but still not enough to make
this dream a reality. Although the
university did allow the fraternities
the opportunity to raise the necessary funds to begin this project
they placed too many restrictions
on the groups for them to be sucIn response to a letter printed
cessful. Some examples are as folhere in the Progress the week of
lows:
Nov. 7,1 would like to offer up my
■ A minimum of six fraternities
own disquisition on the subject of
personal freedoms here at Eastern. must show ability to finance before
In the aforementioned letter, it
the project could proceed. Why six?
Could the university not have
was argued that the faculty and
allowed three or four groups to
staff of this institution were within
perfect reason to prohibit the wear- build if they had the financing?
ing of clothing advertising alcohol,
This may have sparked the inter
ests of other groups and assisted
tobacco and drugs.
them in their fund raising.
Here are a few more comments
■ No one under the age of 21
on the situation:
may five in the fraternity house.
1. The primary occupation of
This requirement puts a strain on
health and physical education
teachers Is to PROMOTE a healthy the groups to fill the house to
lifestyle, but in no way do they pos- capacity since the majority of each

Limits should be
lifted from Greek
housing

Eastern should
accept others

chapter is usually under the age of
21. It is also difficult to get someone who is over 21 and can live off
campus to move back on campus.
The university's lease agreement was also "sketchy" at best and
difficult to use when asking a bank
for a $300,000 loan. So what are the
solutions and how can we make the
dream of fraternity housing a reality?

Solutions:
1) Remove the minimum (six)
requirements to build. The university should allow those fraternities
with the financing to begin building
immediately.
2) Change the restriction of not
allowing those under 21 to live in
fraternity housing.
3) Investigate and attempt some
financial support for those chapters
that need the help. Other universities like Middle Tennessee and
Central Florida are doing just that
Some are even providing MOST of
the financing to the groups both for
the land and the cost of the building.
4) Involve the community and
students more; this project will not
only benefit Eastern, but also
Richmond and Madison Co. The
local Chamber of Commerce or
other businesses may be interested
in supporting this project
Eastern has one of the best
Greek systems in the country! This
year, seven of the 11 fraternities
were national award winners and
three were the most decorated
chapters in the nation. A university
with such a strong Greek system
and so much to offer deserves fraternity housing. This housing will
improve the aesthetics of the campus, the enrollment and will keep
more students here on the weekends. The university administration
should allow those fraternities who
have the financing available to
begin building now! We should not
have wait for a minimum number
before proceeding. The university
should recognize this fact and
remove die minimum number
required restriction and allow
Eastern's fraternities to progress
into the 21st century.
Michael S. Henderson
Kappa Alpha Order
President

I
Two Great Values
Here's What You Get
fl credit card with
a low 11.15%
variable APR*
and no
annual fee.

11 prepaid
card that
allows you
to make
calls from any
touchtone phone to
anywhere in the U.S.A.

75 minutes" of domestic
long distance calling every
mOllttl, automatically
added to your account

Here's What You Save
Over Oilier Hays of Calling*

and billed to your
card at the low cost
of $25 per month.
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► Progress Classifieds

►Wellne— Center

Architect chosen for project
BYCHADQUBW

Assistant sports editor

An Eastern project that has been
two years in the making is one step
closer to completion.
An architect was chosen from
the Lexington firm of ShermanCarter-Barnhart to design and
assist in the construction of the
Classroom/ Welmess Center.
Charles Barnhart III, a partner
in the firm, met with administrators
Friday to discuss the project.
Within a month, he said, some
design plans will be submitted to
Eastern for review.
Joseph Schwendeman, vice president for administrative affairs, was
a part of the committee that chose
the architect It was a five-person
committee that also included James
Street, director of physical plant
The
Classroom/Wellness
Center will primarily benefit the
College of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and

Athletics.
For the center, the state legislature allotted $4 million, and the university raised $750,000 in private
donations.
Robert Baugh, dean of HPERA,
will make recommendations for the
design, as well as have input about
uses for Die new facility.
Baugh said weuness classroom
facilities, strength and conditioning
areas and providing a place to
house the Athletic Training
Department are the items of importance among his recommendations.
"I uunk if s a golden opportunity
for College of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Athletics,"
Baugh said. "ItTl provide an opportunity for athletics and conditioning
possibilities for all athletes and also
help us spread ourselves out"
The process began when the
committee picked candidates for
design consideration from the

state's architectural/engineer's
selection pool.
After combing the pool, 15
firms were selected for further
review. The committee then
scored each one based upon their
preliminary proposal and other
criteria.
After ranking, three finalists
were chosen. Sherman, Carter and
Barnhart came out on top.
1 think any one of the finalists —
the majority of the 15 — would have
done a good job," Schwendeman said.
Schwendeman said one thing in
favor of the chosen firm was its
connection to Eastern.
"I considered them as a strong
company," Schwendeman said.
"And then, I was impressed with
their involvement with the Dizney
Building and the library."
Sherman-Carter-Barnhart
designed Dizney and the University
Building and Thomas and Hazel
Little Building renovations.

Tickets hiked in residential areas
BY I*CHAEL ROY

■Staff writer

1

Those gambling on parking illegally close to campus may have
Tnore than a $2 parking ticket to
worry about
; Complaints from residents living
near the university have caused
Richmond Police officers to start
issuing $25 tickets to those parking
illegally on streets close to campus.
In addition, violators will have to
appear in Madison County District
Court and pay court costs of $47.50.
The ordinance was approved
inl990 at 90-41. It states that tickets are $25 instead of $2, but city
attorney John Coy said the ordinance was not enforced. That has
all changed now, Coy said.
"If s because of complaints from
property owners," Coy said. "It provides a benefit to the owners."

Many students have been parking on the streets that are zoned for
residential parking.
These streets include
Oak Street High Street
Breck
Avenue,
Wellington Court and
South Third Street
The $2 tickets formerly issued by city
police are much lower
compared to campus
tickets, which run anywhere from $10 for parking in the wrong zone to
$100 for use of a fraudulent tag.
Although students can be
among those ticketed. City
Commissioner Kay Cosby Jones
said the new policy is not directed
at students.
"If 8 not anti-student," Cosby
said. "It was brought up by people

► News Briefs
Home Meals looking
for volunteers
How would you like to cook
for
300
people
this
Thanksgiving?
. That's the task facing Home
Meal Delivery volunteers as they
prepare for their annual
Thanksgiving dinner Nov. 28.
Besides preparing meals to be
delivered to shut-ins, the elderly
and other people in the area who
need a Thanksgiving meal, the
group also serves a community
meal for international students
and others who cannot go home
for the holiday.
The menu includes turkey and
ham provided by Kroger, dressing, gravy, corn, green beans,
rolls, cranberry sauce and homemade pumpkin cake.
Volunteers are needed in the
following areas:
• To prepare food Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday afternoons before Thanksgiving.

Show up for a two-hour kitchen
shift from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. or
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
• To serve and clean up on
Thanksgiving Day beginning at
10 a.m.
• To deliver meals from 10:30
a.m. to noon. Bring a large,
straight-sided cooler if available-.
If you can contribute to this
community effort, come to the
Baptist Student Center on the
corner of University and Kit
Carson Drive. For more information, call Donna Jones at 6238624 or Judith Leonard at 6239129.

Chamber hosts
leadership luncheon
This month's Richmond
Chamber
of
Commerce
November Luncheon will focus
on Leadership Madison County.
Barb Griec will speak on "Who
will Lead Us Into the Next
Millennium?"

who couldn't park in their places or
have guests."
"It will affect anyone parking there illegally," Cosby
said.
Students feel differently
about the enforcement of
the ordinance.
J. R Hopson, 19, a sophmore, thinks the city
gonernment is out gouge
the students.
"I believe this shows
how little the city of
Richmond thinks of the
EKU students," Hopson
said. "It's obviously too
large of an increase."
Fran Burton, 35, a junior from
Somerset said the increase hurts
the already financially limited students.
"Students don't have a lot of
extra funds to pay excessive parking violation," Burton said.
Compiled by Danetta Barker
The luncheon will be held
from noon to 1 p.m. today at
Arlington. Reservations are
required and can be made by calling 623-1720.

Historic Thanksgiving
planned in Washington
A Pioneer Thanksgiving is
being offered in Historic
Washington, now part of
Maysville, located four miles
south of the Ohio River on U.S.
68, one mile south of the AA
Highway.
This is the 16th year of the event
It begins at noon Thanksgiving Day
at Marshall Key's Tavern. Last seating will be at 7:30 p.m.
Reservations suggested. Call
(606) 759-5803.
Brodrick's Tavern will also
have Thanksgiving dinner. The
buffet begins at 11:30 a.m. and
will continue until 8 p.m. Cost is
$8.99 for adults, children 12 and
under $4.99. No reservations
needed.

► Police Beat
Compiled by Kristy Gilbert

Nov. 13
Bob Richmond, Keene Hall,
reported that someone had damaged the bathroom by tearing down
a portion of the stall structure on
the 11th floor of Keene Hall.
Andrew
Hamilton, 22,
Morehead, was arrested and
charged with disregarding a traffic
control device and operating a vehicle under the influence of alcohol.

Richmond, was arrested and
charged with operating a vehicle on
a suspended license.
James J. Pichotta, 19,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with possession of alcohol
by a minor and alcohol intoxication.
Todd Spille, Commonwealth
Hall, reported that his clothes were
stolen out of a clothes dryer in the
laundry room of Commonwealth
Hall.

Nov. 12
Lisa Vann, Corbin, reported
that her purse had been taken from
tfte Combs Building. The purse was
left laying either in the second floor
women's rest-room or in the registration center.

Nov. 1
Claude A. Newby III, 18,
Winchester, was arrested and
charged with driving while under
the influence of alcohol.

Nov. 11
> Arthur Reynolds, Brockton,
reported a fire alarm sounding in
Brockton. The Richmond Fire
Department responded and determined that the cause of the smoke
was a burned-out fan motor in the
residence's heating system.
• Christopher Pike, Brockton,
reported that his bicycle was stolen
from outside his residence of 620
Brockton Apartments.
Nov. 9
■ Jean Lavertu, 24, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct
Reginald C. Stidham, 22,
Richmond, was arrested -and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Nov. 5
■ Jennifer Koestel. Todd Hall,
reported that a CD case containing
an undetermined number of CD's
Was stolen from the Baptist Student
Union. '
Nov. 2
Christopher D. Blake, 24,

Oat 81

Leslie D. Puckett, 19,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Oct. 30
Sarah L. Rabon, 18, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with disregarding traffic control device,
operator's license not in possession, driving while under the influence and possession of alcohol.
Oct. 29
Brian S. Shifflet, 20, Lexington,
was arrested and charged with disregarding a traffic control device,
failure to produce insurance card
and possession of marijuana.
Scott A. Bean, 20, Madiaonviue,
was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana.
Oct. 28
Aimee Server, Richmond,
reported that someone entered her
unlocked vehicle and stole a camera. The vehicle was parked in front
of die Campbell Building.
Oct. 27

Kevin D. Isaacs, 21, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with pubIk intoxication, possession of drug
paraphernalia and possession of
marijuana.
Christopher J. Hsyes, 21,
Stanford, was arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana and
public intoxication.
Joey T. Eaton, 20, Lexington,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.

Oct. 26
Howard Hallinan, Powell
Building, reported the theft of his
backpack from the Powell Building
information desk.
Jeffrey Metcalf, 19, Louisville,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
Todd D. Studebaker, 18,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Karl K. Mingus, 18, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
Artie Myers, 21, Richmond, was
arrested and charged with improper registration plates, operating a
vehicle on a suspended license and
giving a false name and address to
a police officer.
James McKinney, 22, Waco,
was arrested and charged with failure to illuminate headlights, no
proof of insurance and operating a
vehicle on a suspended license.
Nov. 20
Charges of alcohol intoxicationmade Nov. 10 against John P.
Klingel, 33, Delaware, Ohio,
Charles H. Norris, 46, Lexington,
and James Smith, 32, Richmond,
were dismissed with s warning by I
District Judge William G. Clouse. I

HELP WANTED...
Law Enforcement Employment:
Nationwide law enforcement
careers. Free information: 810852-9185.
Ram Technologies, Ons of Inc.
500*8 fastest growing companies,
is looking for on-campus
sales/marketing representatives.
Your goal will bit to sell as many
pagers as you can on the E.K.U.
campus. Your rsward will be a
bass salary plus commission and
benefits. We will provide a pager
and voice mail for you to use.
Training and pager inventory will
also be provided by Ram. If you're
Interested in getting a head-start
on a business career, or if you'd
just liks some extra money $$$,
call to schedule and Interview at
(606) 253-1726. Ask for Gary
Dykes.
Needed Immediately: part-time
sales people. Top commission,
day and evening positions available. Must be 18 years or older
and have own transportation. For
more information, call Fred at 6238402.
Circuit City is now hiring for the
holidays for sales, customer service, and warehouse positions.
Apply in person at 2434
Nicholasville Road (next to
Rafferty's), Lexington, Ky. Phone:
606-276-4844. E.O.E.
$1,750/Week possible mailing our
circulars. For information, call 1202-298-9369.
SPRING BREAK '971 Earn Cash!
Highest commissions. Travel
FREE on only 13 sales!!! Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Padre.
Free info packet! Call Sunsplash
1-800-426-7710. www.sunsplashtours.com IDEAL for STUDENTS.

Earn $500 plus wsekly stuffing
envelopes. FREE supplies. Start
today! Rush S.A.S.E.: EMR
ENTERPRISES. P.O. Box 1238.
Columbus. N.C. 28722.
1,000*8 POSSIBLE TYPING. Parttime. At horns. Toll free. 1-800218-9000, ext T-7077 for listings.
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes at home. Send long
S.A.S.E. to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. A46, P.O. Box
1779, Denham
Springs. LA 70727.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at
home. All materials provided.
Send S.A.S.E. to Midwest
Distributors. P.O. Box 624. Olathe.
KS 66051.

TRAVEL...
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 6 days $279! Includes all
meals, free parties, taxesl Great
beaches and nightlife) springbreak1ravel.com 1 -800-678-6386.
Cancun and Jamaica Spring
Break Specials! 7 nights air and
hotel, $3991 Prices increase-save
$501 Save $150 on food, drinks
and free parties) 111% lowest
price guarantee! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.
JAMAICA SPRING BREAK $475
per week from Cincinnati, 3 payments of $1591 ReggaeJAM 24
hour information. (800) "U" REGGAE.
http:/reggaejam.com/springbreak/
$29 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort, Panama
City's Spring Break headquarters
only $29 per person! Restrictions
apply. 1-800-224-4853.

Can You Teach?

Spring Break Panama Cityl
Boardwalk beach resort! 7 nights
$1291 Daytona-best location $1391
Cocoa Beach $1691 springbreaktravsl.com 1-800-678-6386.
FREE TRIPS AND CASHI find out
how studsnts ars earning FREE
TRIPS and CASH with America's
•1 Spring Break company I Sell 15
trips and travel freel Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or
Floridal Campus Manager positions available. Call nowl TAKE-ABREAK (800) 95-BREAKI

FOR RENT...
Two bedroom apartment: stove,
refrigerator and dishwasher furnished. 120 Manna Dr. Call 6237523, after 5 p.m.
AVAILABLE NOW! Furnished bedroom/private home. Cable television
and
phone.
Upper
division/grad student preferred.
Non-smoker. References and
lease. 606-624-1478.

FOR SALE...
Used computers: 486-33 computer
W/850MB HD, 8MB RAM, VGA
monitor: $650; 386-16 computer'
W/200MB HD, 4 MB RAM, VGA
monitor: $390; 624-3420.
AKC Registered Pomeranian and
Chihuahua puppies. Call 6238441.

MISCELLANEOUS...
Can you loss 20 lbs. by
Christmas?? YES!!! Call now and
ask howl 1-800-870-7246.
Pole barn, commercial building,
horse barn, storage, etc.
30'x40'x8', $3,295. Free delivery,
937-263-9520.
Wanted: Students to lose weight.
Metabolism breakthrough. FDA
regulated.
$29.95.
Visa,
Mastercard, Discover and checks
accepted. Fast delivery. 1-800927-3340 or www.rtis.com/wsllsprings
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONSTrain and jump ths same day for
ONLY $90) Lackey's Airport. U.S.
25 South, 6 miles from bypass,
turn right on Menelaus Road. Sat.
and Sun. 10 am. For information,
call (606) 873-0311 or 986-8202
weekends.

If so, we are now accepting applications for
part-time computer software trainers.
We offer:
• Flexible schedules
• 1,2, or 3 work days per week
• Trainingin additional spf4wareJ»tures. .
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' *%r more information contact:
Computer Training Solutions
Attention: John Govington
Phone: 800-262-1771
Be the first to come down to
j.rst gear and answer the question

Monday - Friday 8:00 to 5:30 p.m

correctly.

H

Located on the corner of la and Main:
On the TV series "Bonanza", who
was the Cartwrighf ■ butler?

COMPUTER
TRAINING
SOLUTIONS

We thought
we would
give you
some
idea's on
where you
can spend

Last weeks answer: Lee Iaccoca
Last week winner: Steve Allen
(On. win p.r cuttomcr. p.r ■•metier, plum.

Mat/let'& LAUNDRY
& Tan Shoppe
(Shoppers Village)

BAHAMAS
CANCUN
CAMPUS
CRUISE
JAMAICA
US VEGAS
MAZATLAN
NASSAU

WASH SPIXIAI.

750

(reg. wash)

Every Tuesday
8 a.m.-5p.m.

I \\\i\<; SPECIAL

5 sessions
for $10

SPRING
•TkAVEL AGENTS 624-9175

1 INTERNATIONAL. ««■* tsiomeoigiou.com

(Wolff Tanning Beds)
623-5014

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Memberships as low as

$1^30
JL \J
* per month

UNLIMITED/UNRESTRICTED USE OF
RICHMOND, LEXINGTON, & LOUISVILLE CLUBS
Reebok Step Aerobics
Hl/Lo Aeroblci
Indoor Track

Circuit Training
Sauna

Ufesteps • Volleyball
Ufa Cycles ■ Treadmills

Free Child Care
Basketball

Free Personal Trainers

350 Radio Park Dr.
(off Eastern Bypass - Behind UBS)

CALL

624-0100

* Average monthly cost based on 12 month membership.
First time visit incentive. Must be 18 years or older
.«.
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Holiday closes offices, cafeterias
No Progress
published next week
BvSOWflfllOTT
Copy editor

Thanksgiving offers more than a
welcome break from classes and an
excuse to forego your diet If s also
the perfect opportunity to count your
blessings, said Kathy Schmitt, camRUB minister for the Catholic
ewman Center.
The Newman Center will hold a
Thanksgiving Reflection from 7:15
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Sunday.
"We will take time to reflect on die
blessings in our lives," Schmitt said.
"Particularly, the people who have
been a blessing in our Eves."
Participants will write those special people a thank-you letter telling
them just how much they're appreciated, Schmitt said. Stationery is provided.

Sunday also marks the beginning 7:15 p.m.
of the Newman Center's holiday
If you dont already have plans for
canned food drive. Donations will be Turkey Day, Home Meals Delivery
taken at the center until
service is hosting a dinDec. 15.
ner Thursday at the
The 5:30 p.m. Mass
library
Baptist Student Union.
Dec. 1 at the Newman
The
dinner is free, but
flours
Center is canceled,
reservations should be
Schmitt said, but the
The fcrary is open
made by calling 62+0396.
Newman Center office
7:46 «m to 11
will be open Wednesday.
Home
Meals
p.m. Tuesday
The
United
extends a special invitaand 7:45 a.m.
Methodist
Campus
tion to international stuto 4 p.m.
Center is also celebrating
dents and those who
Wednesday.
the Thanksgiving holicant go home for the holIt is dosed
day a fittie early.
idays, said Rick Trexler,
Thursday
Tonight's service wul
minister of the Baptist
through Nov.
be preceded at 6 p.m. by
Student Union.
30.
a turkey dinner with all
Some students and
the trimmings.
faculty win probably take
Regular hours
"We'd love for anyadvantage of the holiday
resume Dec. 1.
body to come," said
to catch up on their workValerie Vann, student
load, but they may have
minister. The service is
to work around the holithe last one before the Thanksgiving day hours of the campus.
holiday and starts at approximately
The library is open 7:45 am to 11

On the corner of First
and Water Streets

623-0021

p.m. Tuesday and 7:45 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday. It is closed Thursday
through Nov. 30. Regular hours
resume Dec 1.
Need to type that big term paper
looming over your head?
The micro center's holiday hours
are 8 am. to 9 p.m. Tuesday and 8
a.m to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday. The center wffl be closed Thursday and Nov.
29.
If you're a regular patron of
Stratton Cafeteria, stock up on food
this weekend; the cafeteria is
closed Monday through Nov. 29.
Martin Cafeteria is open as usual
Monday and Tuesday, but closed the
rest of die week
The Fountain Food Court wfll dose
5 p.m Tuesday and re-open Dec. 1.
The Eastern Progress wfll not publish next week, but win resume after
the break with issues on Dec 5 and
12. Anyone wishing to contribute a
letter to the editor should submit it by
noon Dec 2.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

MARGARITAS

7-9 p.m.

Gobble-Gobble

Graduation survey does get used by chairs
BY IftcHAB. ROY

vices.

Students in a major will also be
asked questions about their feelEastern is giving its graduating ings towards their subject and
seniors the final say.
how the programs went
The Survey of Undergraduate
In some cases, the survey can
Degree, included in the gradua- change things, Enzie said.
tion application packet, lets stuHe said negative comments
dents tell what they like about the about the old registration system
university, what needs to be influenced the university to
changed and how the deans of switch to phone registration.
the individual colleges can
Students in the last survey regimprove their departments.
istered 58.4 positive responses
The survey is used to tell and 41.5 negative responses
whether or not a student has about their registration experiachieved what they wanted at ence.
Eastern, said Russell Enzie, vice
"It always got low marks,"
president for academic affairs.
Enzie said. "So we saw we needed
"It tells us if we need to take to take action."
action," Enzie said. "To see if we
Other changes and improveneed to make changes." ments may result from the surQuestions on the survey veys. The information gathered is
include institutional information, passed on to the Council for
data on enrollment, students' Higher Education, the school's
plans for the future and their feel- institutional research department
ings about the university.
and the deans of each departIt also asks about conditions ment
on campus and individual ser"We get the results and give
Staff Writer

them to the chairs," said Glen
Kleine, dean of the college
applied arts and technology.
"After that, the chairs decide
what they want to do with them."
Donald Calitri, chair for health
education, said the surveys are
"most beneficial" and do influence decisions.
"It has a definite impact on this
department," Calitri said. "They
are very important."
English chair Dominick Hart
said he uses the survey information to tell how well his department is running.
"We use them to gauge the
department," Hart said. "It gives
us feedback on how we are
doing."
In some cases, the results can
show the need for departmental
change.
Mary Lou Remaley, the administration assistant of the college
of business, said the survey
results are considered.
"It is discussed at meetings,"

Remaley said. "They are used to
improve things."
Karen Cary, head of institutional research, said the survey
information impacts more than
just individual departments.
"It helps on things like food
service and administration," Cary
said.
Although the information is
useful, it is not always timely. In
some cases, deans get information that is two years old.
The most current set of survey
results, from the 1995-96 school
year, gave the admissions process
a 91.1 percent positive rating.
Residence hall conditions
received a 57.4 percent positive
response.

down a turkey sandwich at

tSUBwnv*

Parking got a 70 percent
approval rate.

The surveys can be used to
implement change and to make
sure programs that serve students well are continued.
"We take them very seriously,"
Enzie said.

Why wait until Thanksgiving tor turkey? Subway can feed
you a healthy turkey sub today, fixed to your liking.
Fresh, Fast and Friendly, the Subway promise.

HAPPY THANKSGIVING

We are your link to campus news and events. Pick us up every Thursday.

WE DELIVER '624-9241

I astern Progress
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Located on the Corner of Second & Water St.

HAM-PAGE is your on-campus paging source.
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RAM-PAGE Is now on-campus.
Call:
RAM-PAGE proudly features
Greg Hatton
pagers by
Eastern Kentucky University
Collegiate Sales Representative

924-2740

MOTOROLA

IT'S TIME TO RESERVE
YOUR TEXTS FOR THIS
SPRING SEMESTER AT

The RAM-PAGE College Program Offers:
»LOW Pager PrICeS

(Choice of the coolest colors available.)

THE UNIVERSITY

• LOW Pager RateS (To fit in any studenf s budget.)

Free Maintenance/Insurance

BOOKSTORE

-PAGE

®

Call Greg Hatton at 924-2740 for on-campus activation.

§0 BASKETBALL

i

■%

-

I

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!
r, l
v

•

r I

The University Bookstore Reservation Form
Social Security—,———~—--—- Reservation—-.—;'.."■'"
Name
-—Home Address
City, State, Zip CodeCampus Address—

Tuesd

DEPARTMENT

. Colonels
vs.
Austin Peay St
Sat, Dec. 7 @ 7:30 pm

I t

Athletic Ticket Office
126 Alumni Coliseum
(606)622-2122
Students free with valid ID

COURSE NUMBER
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$20 OR MORE

0* SAVE $2 ON ANY PURCHASE Of $10 OR WORE.
Yum! Tract yourself lo something tasty for less when you pay with
your Visa*cord at participating Mrs. Fields locations Save S4 on any
purchase of $20 or more. Or save $2 on any purchase of SI 0 or

Finally
you won't mind
being

i. Offer valid August 1,1996, through January 31,1997.
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ENJOY THE BEST

IN AMERICAN FASHION.
Save SIO on any purchase of S6S or more. Or save $20 on any
purchase of $100 or more. Simply present this certificate and pay
with your Visa" cord at The limited. Offer valid August 1, 1996,
through Jonuory 31,1997.
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TAKE 15'OFF
STRUCTURE
ANY SINGLE ITEM PURCHASED AT

Structure twites you to lake 15% off the purchase of any single Hem
whan you pay with your Visa cord and present this certificate.
Structure Style is authentic dressing for real life. Our relaxed fit allows
you to look good while feeling comfortable and confident. Offer vatd
1,1996, through January 31,1997

STRUCTURE
T-r

VISA
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1299

OIL CHANGE AND/OR SAVE 10%

ON ANYBRIDGESTONEOR
FIRESTONE TIRE PURCHASE.
Pay with your Visa* cord and get on oil change for only $12.991 Or
save I OX on the regular price (based on the store's cotalog/POS
system) of Bridgestone or Firestone tires. To redeem this offer,

New wA^utf an iAS-e your Vist card/,
jfovtli swt (rig it these places.

present this certificate when you pay at any of the over 1,300
company-owned Firestone Tire & Service (enter locations. Mention
coda PI 00 #03468 for oil change offer ond code PI 00 #03476 for
lira offer. Offer valid August 1,1996, through January 31,1997.
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<

OFFKE PRO 95 CD-ROM

FORS169.
Save $360 on the Microsoft Office Pro 95 CD-ROM (regularly-priced
it $529) when you use your Visa' card at Insight' — Amerko's drs

.-.

count source for computers, hardware, ond software. Microsoft Office
Pro 95 includes Word, Excel, Powerpoint, Schedule, and Access. To

i
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pioce on order or receive a FREE catalog coll I 800-927 3246, 24
hours a day. Reference code 217058 V when ordering. Offer valid
August 1,1996, through November 30,1996.
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Phone registration now in full swing
BY

N0w*0dRor
Stephanie CrelKn, a graduate *udent, used to wake up at dawn when it
was time for her to register for dawea.
"rdbeHkediefiratoneinlineat6
a.m.." CreDin said. This semester I
got up when I wanted and registered
when I had time."
Crellin's new-found freedom is
thanks to the phone registration system that is available to all students for
the first time this semester.
"We had a test group for spring,
intersession and summer," Jill AOgier
sakl. "But this was die first semester
that everyone could use the system."
Allgier. university registrar, estimated that 75 percent of those who
have registered — about 2,800 students — have used the Colonel
Connection.

"Of that group, we
have known about
less than 36 problems," Allgier said.
"Many of those were
minor glitches or
personal error.
"Frankly.
I'm
extremely pleased
with the response
from the students,"
Allgier said.
The Colonel Connection, installed
on campus last April, offers much
more than just telephone registration,
Allgier said. There is information
available about financial aid, admissions status and students can listen to
their grades from as far back as
1981."
Improvements for the Colonel
Connection are already planned,
including housing information and the
ability to pay fees with a credit card

over the phone,
Allgier sakl.
"Not many students knew the
options the telephone system
opens up for
them," Allgier
said. "I think
they're learning
quickly
and
appreciating the
system very much."
One of the groups Allgier said
seems most appreciative of die new
phone registration system are non-traditional students.
"I know many non-tradalona] students are very happy to be able to register by phone whenever they want to,
instead of when the center is open,"
ADgiersaid.
The convenience of the new system is exactly what Crellin said she

I
Ekes about the system.
1 could do k when I wanted to do
it and when I had time. I didn't have to
wait in Ene," Creffin said. "It was great
It took no more than five minutes."
Allgier said force of habit is the reason some are not using the phone registration.
Tve had my staff ask those who
were registering in person why they dkJnt use die phone system," Algkr said
"A number of them sakl they are graduating in the Spring, and they are just
used to coming in person and getting
thatWe piece of paper in their hands.
There are still some students
who feel more comfortable registering in person," Allgier said. "For that
reason, I don't know if well completely get rid of the walk-in system,
but I'd like to see the number of students using the phone system cHmb
to about 90 percent"

Semester runs smoothly after RA cutbacks
BY MAHY ANN LAWRENCE
ZdWo7

After cutbacks in resident
advisers within the office of residential development, the director
of the program said the first
semester has gone smoothly.
"I'm
pleased,"
Kenna
Middleton said. "It's gone quite
well."
She said some of the RAs
would say there has been more
work, while others would say it
has been easier.
"It depends on who you ask,"

she said. "I think the emphasis on
community in the areas themselves has helped."
One duty that increased this
semester was the idea of duty,
not just on your floor in your hall,
but in all the halls in your area
"If we had increased the number of RAs, we would still have
added this," she said. "We want
to move more toward the area
concept — getting RAs known
not only in their building, but in
their entire area."
Middleton said there has been

no greater incidence of vandalism
on the halls without an RA, and
students have 'participated in area
activities.
"I don't feel any students have
suffered this semester," she said.
"Attendence has been up at the
hall programs, and we've had a
lot of help from RHA (Residence
Hall Association).
There have been an awful lot
of great people working to make
it work," she said. "We're still
looking at the whole system. We
do that on a daily and weekly
basis."

There are six areas on campus
that have been named so that the
residents can relate to the community concept
Northside: Telford and Walters
Halls.
Eastside:
Palmer,
Commonwealth and Brockton.
Central Towers: Todd and
Dupree Halls.
Southside: Keene, Mattox and
O'Donnell Halls.
Eastside: Martin, Combs and
McGregor.
Quad: Case, Burnara, Sullivan
and Clay.

Reoisll

Medium
DrMk with The
Special of the Day.
1 Coupon per person.

{"Chinese Fast Food"

Expires November 30.

■ Clip this ad
receive
10% OFF
any meal.

&

®

Dine-In or
Carry-Out

624-3613
Richmond Mall

Planet Sun Tanning Company presents
Thanksgiving Special

1
$

30

ami

Come by tO enter! • No purchase necessary

For All EKU Students
Mon. - Thurs.

Payless Sh«eS«urce

338 Richmond Mall
Food Court

623-7473
Next to Kinko's
WIN 2 FREE tickets to the
UK - Notre Dame Basketball Game, Dec. 14

20 % OFF
\ovruiiXT*22 (ImHijsli DtHrmlwr22

CHINA HUT

624-0066

Richmond Mall, 830 Eastern Bypass

Walk-ins welcome

Be a Christmas
Early Bird...

Does your resume"
look like this?

Richmond Mall

UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD PRESENTS

Shop now before the
holiday rush.
Our custom embroidery will make your gift elegant &
distinctive. Come see why we re
"Sew Amazing"!

For help. Join our staff In the spring.
-THE

e£s>toneworth ^hirt Co.
Richmond Mall
Mon. - Sat 10-9 Sun. 1-6

fas tern Progress
622-1881

623-6852

You are Invited to Spend an
"Old-Fashioned Candle-Li$ht Christmas"
At ~GtfTB0^

.:..

ATsient Sefl? ch
for AMerirtfs
Best Student
Musicians 3ml

***Jtma«*

Friday, Nov. 22, 5-8 p.m.
Enjoy Hot, Spiced Cider 6f An
Enjoyable Evening of Shopping
The Gift Box 139W.KeenelandDr.

(606)624-0026

Mon.-Sal 9-8 pm Sunday Noon-6 p.m

COMediSns

4

COMPETITION WILL BE HELD
SATURDAY•DECEMBER 7
o«c

$500 1ST PRIZE
$250 2ND PRIZE
$100 3RD PRIZE

O NTlRi

Pick up your application now in the
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE

*****

/vre you hiding behind your talents? Have you thought about a career in sales, but don't
know where to start? Look no further. We are now hiring ad representatives for the spring
-T*
semester. Gil for your application today.
Eastern
Progress
117 Donovan Annex
622-1881
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Preacher
From
A1
The two shouted at each other
and Mason addressed the students,
"Do you want to see this man
leave?" The students replied with
yells of approval.
"Get Off our campus," Mason said
Smock only continued to shout at
Mason. "Christ has risen from the
dead." he said.
"Jed has a different type of
approach," said John Moore, director of Destiny Productions, which
videotaped Smock's speech. "He
makes his message theatrical to
make students stop and think about
what he says."
Some of Smock's demonstrations
have turned ugh/ and left him with
broken legs. One time he was even
thrown into a lake, Moore said.
Moore said Eastern's campus is
usually much more vocal and violent
than other campuses they visit
Smock, an ex-professor at
Indiana University, has dedicated
his life to speaking on college campuses throughout the nation for the
past 25 years, Moore said.
Many students had strong opinions about Smock's right to speak
on campus. Some felt his attacks on
certain organizations and people
were out of line, while others
respected his right to peacefully
voice his opinions.
"I am embarrassed by the person
that came up and pushed him," said
junior Brian Gill of Paducah. "He
has the right to say what he
believes."
Skip Daugherty, dean of student
development, said it is the university's policy to allow speakers to
address the student body as long as
the demonstration remains peaceful.
"We let them apply for a two-day
permit, as long as they don't use profanity or bait individuals to attack,"
Daugherty said.
Yolanda Weathers, a junior education major, whose father is also a
minister, faulted Smock's approach
to presenting his message..
"I believe instead of him pinpointing people without knowing this
campus, he should tell us how to live
a productive life through Jesus
Christ," Weathers said.

Shannon Ratlirf/Progress

Out With the Old
Darrel Oliver, physical plant worker, move headboards from O'Donnelt Hall Tuesday.

Rogers: Cosmopolitan runs feature
From Pag* A1

to Kentucky and tried for the
felonies he is accused of in this
state if he didn't receive the
death penalty in Florida.
During his stay in Madison
County, Rogers generated media
coverage on local and national
levels.
That media coverage has

continued during the past year.
"lucky" to escape.
Last month's issue of
The article reports Rogers
Cosmopolitan magazine ran a was a smooth talker and a flirt
four-page spread under the at times, in order to get women
headline. The fatal charm of alone and in a vulnerable posiGlen Rogers."
tion.
The story recreates Rogers'
Sinardi said he was looking
working his way into the lives of into the media coverage in the
three women he is charged with central Kentucky area following
killing and one other woman Rogers' capture, but declined to
who, according to the article was comment on the defense.
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STDs: Chlamydia most common in U.S., warts on campus
From Page A1

that the patient can be treated several other point of contact
times for one case," Bowling said.
Ointment eases the pain and
Genital warts, also known as shortens the attack. The sores will go
human papilloma virus, are growths away, but the disease is not cured.
that appear on the penis, vulva, vagi- ' Once infected, you must not have sex
na, cervix, throat or in or around the during a flare-up of the sores.
anus. Warts may be small and flat or Women with Herpes II must have
may resemble cauliflower. Warts Pap smears twice a year because of
should be treated immediately.
the suspected link between Herpes II
Herpes Simplex I and II are the and cervical cancer.
third most frequently reported STDs
Most STDs can be prevented with
treated at Health Services. There is the use of a condom.
no cure for herpes. The painful blisBowling said Health Services
ter-like sores can appear on or in the employees listen to symptoms and do
penis, vagina or anus. Sores can also histories on people at risk.
appear around the mouth or any
"If they have any one of these con-

pain in the abdomen accompanied by
fever and nausea are common symptoms for women. Men often experience burniryj pain during urination.
Although the disease can be
painful and inconvenient, chlamydia
is curable if treated in time. But left
untreated, the disease can cause
sterility in both men and women.
Chlamydia may be No. 1 in the
nation, but Bowling said the most
common STD on campus is genital
warts.
"One reason we see these most is
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Little Professor

Customer Appreciation Day
ALL regularly priced
inventory in stock.
Sat., Nov. 23, & Sun., Nov. 24
Not good with other specials

Battle of Richmond. Kentucky.
by Dr. D. Warren Lambert

35,"Hardcover

Little Professor
joo BOOK CENTER

FAST
FREE
DELIVERY
Only

*r "

&

Present this coupon for

EXLarge 20" Pizza
two 32 oz drinks
L @9l valid withjthei^ offenj

$3.95
$430
%t2S
$2.95
$2.00
$5.50

Liter Soft Dnnk.

$1J#

Friio Lay Chip*.
Cheddar Fries
Mozzarella Stu
Qieeie Bread
BBQ Wmgi or Hot wings

$.75
$2.25
$2.25
$4.00
$4.0*

■' '

$13

«<

Tax Included

Exj> \2j\Sj96
Only

i

$6
Tax Included

Exp. 12/15/96

Bacon Cheeseburger SPECIAL

I Large 14" Pizza
with Bacon, Ground Beef.
Onions & extra Cheese!

,623-0330
tePmi2ll5IWJHoivalidwithotterj)ffers.±
rax Included

I contact rnjTle Mornt
AlywaBramlage
it 622-1872 by
.oon Monday*

$5 i

Garlic Bread &
Pepsi

Tax Included ,1 623-0330
with 2 topping
fxg. (2/15/96 H (Not valid with other offers.)
Only

What* On Tap,

.Asjc_aboiit_0iirll PiKa_$peci§ls!_
APOLLO SUPER SPECIAL
Hot 8" Sub.
95

Small 10"
Pizza

Hot.8"

623-0330

Try our Hot 8" Subs
Pizza Sob. Him A Cheese, Sausage or Meatball
Steak Hoagiei A BBQ Chicken
Garden Salad
Chef Salad.
Garlic Bread.
Baked Spaghetti A Garlic Bread

Present this coupon for

(Not valid with other offers.)

Xo place your
•vnnomi com out In

Richmond Mall • 623-0522

TMlBtMtd
Tax
Included [, 623-0330
Liter of
bcp. 12/15/961' (Not valid u/ith^pther offers^ '

Present this coupon for

with I topping t

9

...and m<

CMu

95

Large 14"Pizza C7 ?

1

co*(

:
095

$

$

428 Richmond Mall
623-0522

623-0330

s*°

The Strangest Christmas
(a children's Christmas story)
by Kentucky author, Bob Todd

when The Ripe Pears Fell; The

Magazines Excluded • Good only on in-stock books.

With your favorite topping

MfJ^

Sat., Nov. 30 ♦ 1-3 pm

20% OFF

S23-0330
> (Not valid with other offers.)

~

Author Hook Signing
New Release

BOOK CENTER

228 S. S«cond St
>Sun. - W«d. 11 a.m. -1:30 a.m. •Thurs. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 230 a.m.
"presFnfthiS coupon~fo7 '

ditions, we check for all the others,"
Bowling said. "If they have a history
of unprotected sexual habits, we recommend HIV testing."
Students are Sent to the local
health department, located at 214
Boggs Lane, to test for HIV.
Even though numbers may be
down from last year. Bowling said
that Health Services continues to
stress the importance of safe sex.
"We try to encourage the use of
condoms every chance we get, but
still a high number of students don't
use them," Bowling said.

Only

$9"\
Tax Included

jxf. l2f\SJ961|

Eastern Progress
117 Donovan Annex
622-1881
progress@acs.eku.edu
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NextWMk:
A toy story-.
I a llttlo old for
toys, or ara ttiay? Raad

Accent

thaw oM toys.

owte tor

What do you mean I
can't have a beer, Mom?
I'm an adult. When I'm at
school, I can drink any
I want to.

Resuming the role you left behind can be stressful for
students and their families. Here's how some cope with
the pressures and happiness of coming home.
■

Story by {Juke 6lay

N

ow that modern production methods have eliminated the
more gruesome parts of preparing the Thanksgiving
turkey, parents can turn to their children for plucking
over the holidays.

The old family role created
for college students might not
fit their new identity as maturing adults.
The principal issue when
you leave home is that you
change, but home remains the
same,'' said Greg Brock, family
studies professor at the
University of Kentucky.
"You can go back and tolerate
the old system for about three
days before assuming the old
role the family has created for
you," Brock said.
After all, you are still your
parents' child, and even if they
may not recognize your growing maturity for whit it is,
they usually do want the best
for you.
"Your new identity is fragile when you return home, and
your family expects you to fill your
old

Getting Along
Here are some hints to help
students spend die holiday
relaxing and enjoying the
family, not fighting.
1. Establish your new identity
by taking time off from the
family. Have dinner with the
family and then make plans
for time with friends.
2. Use humor to deflect a
potential argument If you've
always hated Aunt Miriam's
tweet potato bake, instead
• - of sneering, auggast itserveas the baufor a touch footballgame.
4. Be responsible. By shov g
your parents that you have
matured, old high school
rules Eke curfews can be
easy to negotiate when
returning home.
SouratGMg Brack. UXMy Mud* proton

teenage role,
when all you
wish is to assert
your new self,"
Brock said.
Brock said you can't
fault your family for trying
to keep you in a role you feel
you have discarded.
"We all have an identity that
we bring to family, and they are instrumental in shaping that identity," Brock said.
'College students need to realize that it is also
nice to evolve away from family expectations while
retaining an appreciation of how you got there," he
said.
Playing the part
Sometimes, growing apart from family means concealing
some college activities the family would disapprove of.
"I have to put on a facade for my mother when I go
home," junior philosophy major Raymond Hunt said.
"Anvthing I see as fun, like partying, she wouldn't I can't
relax."
Tm the youngest and the only one in my family to go to
school. Everyone sets me up as the example," Hunt 22,
said. "I don't need that kind of pressure."
Hunt has no plans to go to his family's house in
Lexington for Thanksgiving. He said he spent an hour there last
year, and he was the sole subject of conversation.
"If s just stressful, because I am treated like a child. I find my own ways
to deal with problems; I find my own outlets, now," Hunt said.
Hunt said he loves his family, but feels he has simply grown apart from
them.

IHustration by

(p,
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"Home is where I pay rent and that"s
here in Richmond," he said.

Attention getter
Other students feel their families
smother them with attention, too.
"Actually, I don't want to go home
because I haven't seen everyone in so long 1
that I'm afraid they will be too overwhelming,
sophomore sociology major Daniel Renfrew said.
Renfrew admits that most people would like to
have a lot of attention, but for him, now is just the
wrong time.
"I don't see how I can become
fully independent when my family
insists on trying to control my life
whenever Tm back at home,"
Renfrew said.
It may be difficult to stay yourself when you are at home, but
Brock said once the awareness of
the old family system is there,
you can work the system to your
advantage.
Eric McDonald, a junior police
administration major, said the
pressure in his family doesn't come
from his parents.
"My grandparents want me to have
a double degree, and I can't explain to
them how difficult that is," McDonald,
20, said.
He deals with the pressure by taking a
leaf from his great-grandmother's book.
"She has a sharp tongue with no holds
barred. If s rubbing off on me," McDonald
said. "If 8 just not like me to sit there and take it
So, politely I disagree."
The wishes of McDonald's grandparents might
be "too important for holiday talk," said Dr. Johanna
K. Tabin, a psychologist with the Chicago Center for
Psychoanalysis. "Perhaps if they could put their wishes
down on paper, together a compromise could be reached
at another time."

Pleasure, not school

"It is so important being together for these holidays, you would not like to think about the future. The
day is too important except to think about how great it
is to be together," Tabin said.
Thanksgiving and Christmas are considered family holidays, and the expectation most people have
about them is that things are going to be ideal
"Be realistic about holiday expectations," said Jen
CoMn Walker, director of Eastern's counseling center.
"Most college students, even if they are changing in ways
their parents can't understand, can usually find a common
goal to make it a more positive experience."
Walker said putting a positive spin on thingscan help your
holidays go a lot smoother.
"Dont go home with the idea of changing your parents,"Walker said.
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□ Cooppafwr
wont duo fof M
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Auditorium
"Gender Qap,"
Tammy Cohen
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MU

□ 11:30 a.m. -130 p.m. Wnlng
Room A, Powaa Buadnaj
Eastern's Women's Caucus

Q 10 ajn. Maroon Lanes
Go Bowling, Newman Center

U 8 p.m. Brock Auoltodum
Jan Ensemble

LI African American Leadership
Cor*

FRIDAY 22

□ 7pjitCrabbe
Ubrary 108

□ 8 pm OMford
ThaMm

Humanities
forum

"Our Country's
Good"

Ll8p.m.Brock

□ 8 p.m. OWord

Show Choir

"Our Country's
Good"

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY
NoviMtin

□ 6:30 p.m. Dr.
Adkki's house
Thanksgiving dinner,
Phi Beta Lambda

LI 4:45 p.m.
Kennamer Room
RHA meeting

(J 7p.m.Po«eyAudrtorlurn.
Stratton BuMkiE
Goiden Key National Honor Society
Reception

MONDAY 25

NOVEMBER

MMIM tia IMIIHI-K Ksnajsreoaw

laiasaiMiiaBiWftnalMtaMasai

TAPES

□ 5:30 p.m.
Newman Canter
Student Mass

NOVEMBER

rlsjtti School High (PG-13) 4-45 855 SsVSun
4:iT9SS
Sp««J«B"(PG)500 755 925 SaVSun 1:00
1.-00SO0725925
tmmm"(U) 4 40 720 9:55
SsVSun 130 4.40 720 9:55
L«rprTh«iIJfc(T>G)5 10
Sat/Sun 1:103:105:10
tonxo nd Jialri (PC-13H30 705 9 35
5aVSun1O5430 7«9:3S
Ih« Mirror HMTWO Fsc«" (PC-13) 430
MO 950 SaVSun 1 15 4:30 7.10 9.50
rtw GhoM and «w Darkiw« (K) 705 9 30
JaVSui 705930
Star Trek Hnt Contort*'(PC-13) 5:06 730
1000 StfSUn12S 5057301000
FiiwkAUTVWiy"(PG) 5:157:159:15
*l/Sun 1:153:155:157:159:15
MsBMBJ (R) 700 SsVSun 120 7:00

□ 8p.m.!
"Our Countr/s Good"
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SUNDAY 24

4JJ-M15

Antiques
and
Collectibles

fcjy/«!l/!ra«
□ 7 pjn. Shonay's
Raataurant
Toestmaster's
meeting

Q7p.rn.AC
Lady Colonel
basketball vs.
Marshall

W*»8TS ^oiir i»i»e nwnsrs

OVER 40 BOOTHS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

(606)625-1524

recordsmith

•GO COLONELS-

k0% CncoEMITHISSACtOSS

TUESDAY
NOVEMBER

□ 6:30 p.m. First Christian Church,
Berea
Free educational programs about grief
during holidays

26

WEDNESDAY
27

□ 8 p.m Conference Room B.
Perkins Burking
"The Historiography of the Battle of
Richmond"

Bring this coupon to

CHECK EXCHANGE

□ 9a.m. Residence haNsdoae

ANROUNCEMENTS

TO go

□ Nov. 28
noonBSU
Community Thanksgiving meal for international students and those who can't
go home. Must have reservation.

OFF

QDec.l
8 a.m. Residence MM ra-op©n

Includes:

your next transacts

• (Balloons
• 1 Mylar 6altoon{c\
• 3 Late*. Balloons ^*

minimum $100 transaction
(one per visit)
(some restrictions apply)

• Mug

University Shopping Center
uHsMMHMHg|W|MJB0MJBinBU

BREAKFAST

Dairy
Queen

WE ALWAYS
Have your favorite
TREATS
Blizzards
Banana Splits
Sundaes
& Delicious

^^s^^b^^BMssM
Clip Thii Coupon

IKiirij

1

pueen
^^

Save 65tf on a
Banana Split /Peanut
Buster Parfait

I

Good for up lo4pawmperviiiL 1234 Nol VilidWiih Any OlherOrfa I

Big Hill Avenue

131 N. Keeneland Dr.

623-3625

624-0481

Locally owned and operated
Mon. - Thurs. 5:30 a.m. -11 p.m.
Fri. ■ Sat. 5:30 a.m. - 12 Midnight
Sun. 6:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.

tyau au invited...
to enjoy the sights and fed the enchantment
that the oHoUAay Season offets at one of

out convenient Open tHouttt, nith a
unique theme each ntetk.

MILWCKI
FLORIST

Lane's Hairstyling Center
$C" OFFPerms&
$

^mASCAfJH __

IN GOD WE TRUST
Starts Oct. 21, 1996
Ends Dec. 13. 1996
Drawing held
December 16. 1996

•$200 1st PRIZE .$50 4th PRIZE
•$100 2nd PRIZE .$50 5th PRIZE
•$50 3rd PRIZE *$50 6th PRIZE

Donate twice in the same week, Mon. - Fri.,
to earn a ticket. Donate the entire eight weeks and earn
five extra tickets. Total of thirteen chances to win.

226 N. Second St.
Richmond, Ky
623-0453 ■'

623-1199

■ If you have an event you would like published in the What'sOnTap section, contact Marie MofflB or Alyssa Bramtage at 622-1882.
■ Daadarw for Wormattort la noon the Monday prior to pubHcatJon on Thursday. You may bring in anrwuroemenra in advance.
■ You may ateo e-mal your announcements with attention to What's On Tap to progres80acs.eku.edu

LUNCH
Your favorite Brazier
Burgers, Chicken
sandwiches at Hot
Dogs any way you
like'em!

• Candy

(Near Social Security Office)

To Post an Event

Hot Biscuits & Gravy

< <|

A divisor, of Tht Added Touch/

and
receive

NOVEMBER

UPCOMING

Downtown Richmond
•129 South 1st Street

L)9p.m. ThanksgMng break

13

Hi Wi hts

2

OFF Haircut &

g S

I FREE ME
TOP LOADERS ONLY

Blow-dry

MUST PRESENT COUPON

10% OFF all
hair care products
—with coupon

I
•25 Commercial Washers
•1 Triple Load Washer
•14 Double-Load Dryers

$25-Full Set of Nails
$17 for Balance
120 S. Keeneland Dr.
Richmond, Ky 40475

WOLFF TANNING BED
•S3 Single Visit
•$10 for 5 Visit
•10 &15 Visit Packages

MOVIE RENTALS

Nobody reaches
EKU like we dol

Mon.-Sat. 9a.m.-10p.m.

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
622-1881

Sun. 10a.m.-9p.m.
(Or until last person leaves)

626-5240 908 Red House Rd.

Make up to S I 40 p«r month
Now payment for plasma donors.
$15 for first donation
$20 for second donation
in the same
Mon. - Fri. weak.
PLASM* FACTIONS FOR OUAlfTY
WAUTYBIOlOaCAl
BIOLOGIC*! PRODUCTS

New donors make $20 first
donation, Plus $20 initial
donation in same
Mon.- Fri. weak.
Make $40 your first waak.

Sera-Tec Biological*
Limited Partnership
302 8. Second St.
Call for business hours.
624-9815

ROYAL PIZZA
Food Court
Richmond Mall
Next To Cinema's

Does your resume
look like this?

125 S. Third St.
Richmond, KY 40476

(606) 623-0340
1-800-456-0340

..FTD-TeleFlora-'AFS-Redbook"

OPEN HOUSE
SCHEDULE
November 30th - December 1st

Gyros should be eaten with the
fingers... but preferably, fingers

Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5

December 7th-8th

should be eaten separately.

Saturday 9-7, Sunday 12-4

Owt shop Is filled nith enchanted Items to enhance
\fOKt home. Shop specials, gifts, ftesh A silk
fteens and nneaths, xlbbons, ornaments and
heavenly ftotal attanfements.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
For help, join our staff In the spring. We are
now accepting applications for our spring staff.

/

2\> not miss the best and most unique
CZhtltttnas ^total Tsitpbut* In 'Richmond.
IStllvexyi StxMlct J4i>*lta6te.

toxmommtpmemsts -asioMr
MiatfWTaiittsiicariW

v

THE

Eastern Progress

117 Donovan Annex
622-1881

$

3
GYROS" °"
With One
Small Coke

Mention This Ad

Expires
12/05/96

■MWMV^MOBBV^MMVOOT

^
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Alyeea Bramlage, adtor
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Arts
► Play Review

Thought-provoking
play good for brain
Bv ALVMA BMMAOE
Arts editor

Eastern's theater department is
offering some brain food before the
holiday break.
Its performance of "Our
Country's Good" creates an emotional conflict between social classes, the sexes and power groups.
The struggle between the convicts and their keepers is convincingly brought to life by the talented
cast in this performance.
The play was written from
Thomas Keneally's novel, "The
Playmaker."
The result is "Our Country's
Good," which takes place in 1789
Australia when it was still developing as a penal colony.
The play follows a group of prisoners and marines as they attempt
to find meaning in the strange new
world they have been thrust in.
Lieutenant Clark, the man desperately crusading to put a theatrical production on, is played by
John Drago with an innocent
charm well-suited for the character.
Clark's naive belief that the prisoners and the marines will allow
the play to go on without a hitch is
convincing.
Mark Smith's Maj. Ross is the
perfect villain in this period piece.
Ross is the man who opposes
the would-be actors at every turn.
He does everything in his power
to curtail the production by beating
the actors, openly denouncing the
idea and keeping half of the cast in
chains.
The class distinctions are made
through costume, speech and mannerisms, which the cast pulls off
nicely.

Many of the actors had to play
multiple parts, usually one in each
social class.
The actors' talent was brought
to light with the ease of their transitions from part to part
Lighting and set design also play
an important role in the play.
The set is versatile and effective.
ly transports
the audi-

If You Go

Cast list

Many actors have to play multiple roles.

John Drago
2nd Lieutenant Ralph Clark
Damon Boffieee
Captain Arthur Phillip
John Wisehammer

encc to tne

Mark Smith
Major Robbi Ross
Ketch Freeman

19 different
locations in
the play.
Lighting
is important.
because it
provides the
only break
between
scenes, giving the audience a breather.
Lighting also helps develop a
sort of anticipation; the audience is
eager to see the next scene.
The plot moves slowly at times,
but the play has meaning and plenty of dialogue.
The dialogue is sometimes boring, but it is necessary to convey
the point of the production.
"Our Country's Good" is not a
funny, upbeat, laugh-a-minute play.
It has meaning and a deep
theme which requires patience and
understanding to enjoy.
This production requires the
audience to think and to ponder
the topics brought up during the
course of the three hours needed
to tell the story.
The play runs through Saturday
in Gifford Theatre. All performances begin at 8 p.m. and tickets
cost students $4 and adults $5.
When: Today
through
Saturday
Wham: Gifford
Theatre
Coat: Adults $5
Students (4

Charles Mullins
Captain David Collins
Robert Skleway
Matthew Lewie
Captain WatkinTinch
Australian Aboriginal
Caesar
Andrew Bourne
Captain Jemmy Campbell
Midshipman Harry Brewery
JohnArscott
Laehae' Dunn
MaryBrenham
2nd Lieutenant William Faddy
Melanie Brook Muffins
Dabby Bryant
Lieutenant George Johnson
Dusty Columbia
Liz Morden
Reverend Johnson
TifBney Cavanagh
Duckling Smith
Meg Long
Lieutenant Will Dawes

■'

Don KnkjhtProgress
John Drago and Mark Smith perform In "Our Country's Good," running through Saturday in Gifford Theatre.

May the force of
music be with you
BY MICHAB. ROY

Staff writer

For those looking for some
musical entertainment this week,
the Force is with you.
"The Music of Star Wars" will be
performed by James Butterfield 3
p.m. Sunday at the Gifford Theatre.
Butterfield became interested in
John Williams' musical score to
"Star Wars" when he was 3 years
old. And, with the current interest
in the trilogy, Butterfield thought it
would be popular and fun to do.
"I just grew up with it,"
Butterfield said. "I thought it would
be really cool to do."
The show will also include
works by Strauss, Peter Schickele
and Hidenmith.
The woodwind quartet will help
with the "Star Wars" music and perform music by New Age artist
Enya.
"When I first heard it (Enya), it
sounded
really
different,"
Butterfield said.
Music !overs can kick off their
weekend with a performance
tonight; Eastern trumpeters Andrea
Adams and Chris Wooton will per-

Jazz Ensembles Heat up
winter chill Saturday
fessor of trumpet and director of
Jazz Ensembles at Eastern.
The Jazz Ensemble will perform
The Eastern Jazz Band and Jazz
Ensemble wul present their annual works made famous by numerous
bands.
Fall Jazz Concert 8 p.m. Saturday in bigThese
bands include those led
Brock Auditorium.
Maynard Ferguson and Rob
The performance is free and by
open to the McConnell
The ensemble will begin its porpubfic
The Jazz tion of the concert with an arrangeIf You Go
Band
it ment of "My Old Kentucky Home."
This arrangement was penned
directed
by
When: Saturday
by
Roy Mitchell and commissioned
D u a n e
Paulson, a by the Omicron Psi chapter of the
Where: Brock
graduate Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.
The band will also perform an
AudHorium
student at
Eastern arrangement of "Caught a Touch of
Coat: Free
pursuing Your Love," featuring vocalist
his master's Michelle Wagoner.
"I've Got News for You," origidegree in
nally performed by the Edgar
musk performance.
White Trash Band and feaThe band will perform several Winter's
turing
vocalist
Bobby Stamper will
works, including Henry Mancini's
"Dreamsville" and "A Night in be included.
Another piece will be Sammy
Tunesia," arranged by Sammy Nestico's
"Bustling," which will feaNestico.
Brandy Compton will be the fea- ture Andrea Adams on trumpet.
The concert will end with Rob
tured vocalist on a Jerry Nowak McConnell's
exciting "Can't Stop
arrangement of "Come in from the My Leg."
Rain," a song made famous by
For more information about this
Melissa Manchester.
and upcoming ones,
Kevin Eisensmith conducts the performance
contact
the
department
of music at
Jazz Ensemble.
Eisensmith is the associate pro- 622-3266.
PROGRESS STAFF REWKT

form at 8 p.m. in the Posey
Auditorium in the Stratton
Building.
Wotton,
a senior,
and junior
If You Go
Ad ns will
When: Tonight
perform
and Sunday
separately
and play
Where: Poesy
pieces by
Auditorium
Manfredini
(tonight) and
and
Gifford
Copland
Theatre
together.
(Sunday)
Among
Coat: Free
the pieces
■■■■■■ to be performed
tonight, Wotton will perform
Kaminski's "Concertino" and Allen
Vizzutti's "Capricco." Adams will
perform "Caprice" by Joseph
Tun-in and Hidenmith's "Senate.
They will be assisted by members of the Eastern Trumpet
Ensemble for the final performance
of the evening, Vrijens' "Clouds."
Both of these events are free;
and open to the public. Contact the
department of music at 3266 for
more information.

lustration by Tim MoMette and Alyssa Bramlage
Music from the motion picture-Star Wars' will be performed Sunday.
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Help Santa make
Christmas a m

he Place Where Fresh is the Taste

more beautiful.

Hot & Hearty Meal Deals

Take your wish list to a Merle
Norman Cosmetic Studio and
help all the Santas in your life
bring you the things that bring
out your best.

fflERLE
flORmflfl
COSMETIC STUDIOS

Valid any day, at any time.

The Place for ihe Beautiful Face."

106 St George St.
Richmond, Ky. 40475

624-9825

10% Student Discount with Ad
u
.

TZl

i

Eastern Bypass (opposite Denny's)
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. -11 p.m.
Saturday 10:30 a.m. -11 p.m.
Sunday 10:30 a.m. -11 p.m.
\
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Profiles
BY JACWTA FRDMAM

Contributing writer

Most people won't be found
swimming in late October, but
Aimee Bruder is not most people.
She spends many hours a week
practicing, and it has definitely paid
off.
Aimee was born with cerebral
palsy. In 1992, she competed in the
Paralympics in Barcelona. In 1996,
she competed again and brought
home three bronze medals in the
100-meter free style, the 200-meter
free style, and the 4 by 50 free style
relay.

w
Aimeo Bruder
Paratympte Swimmer

Born with cerebral
palsy, Bruder perseveres
and dedicates her time to
swimming.

How did you first get
interested in swimming?
Sports has always been in
my family. My brother, who
is 23, started swimming
when he was young. I went
to practice with my mom when we
dropped him off and I just watched.
It kind of blossomed from there.
Along with the fact that in the summertime, the pool was right down
the street, so that's where we went
everyday.
What were the times you
qualified with to go to the
Paralympics?

Hometown: Lawrenceburg,
Indiana
Major: Therapeutic
Recreation
Year: Senior

For the 100-meter it was
1:52, breast stroke was a
1:11.90. The 50-meter was
:50.5; the 200-meter was 3:52; butterfly was 1:16 and the individual
medley was 3:28.

■

'
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How did you feel when
you won your first medal
in the Paralympics?

a

What has been your greatest accomplishment in
awiiiuning?

It was more of a shock. I
didn't expect it. I kind of
wished for it and worked for
it, but I wasn't expecting it I didn't
feel anything until probably my
third medal. It's one of those
things — when you win a medal in
the Olympics, or you win any
award, you're happy you received
what you got at the current time.
But I don't think 111 truly realize
until I'm old and gray, if s something I'll probably have to look
back on later.

I think it is just getting in
the water everyday. It takes
a lot of dedication and commitment to what you are
doing, and I take pride in knowing
that I work hard day in and day out
It's not necessarily the end
results. It's the friendships you
make; it's lowering your times. If
that means a first-place ribbon, fine,
but if s the satisfaction of knowing
you did your best I know I come
in here every day and give it all I
have. I've done that jod thaf s what
I'm most proud of.

Who are some of your
role models in swimming?

How does your disability
affect your swimming?

With me, I have no kick.
Sometimes, if I get the right
Definitely my brother. He
balance and the right role on
doesn't realize this, but he's
the one who got me into my stroke, it feels like I'm kicking,
swimming. From watching him, I but there's no power behind it lean
off the wall, but all my strength
tried to mimic his motion in the push
from my upper body. So, the
water. Secondly, Arden Adams, comes
key
for
is getting the right effione of my teammates in '92. She ciency inme
the water and not wasting
helped me through everything. I any of my energy.
was 18 when I went to Barcelona,
and she was 60. She's been around
for a long time.
Do you plan on trying out
It's the people on your team,
for the Pararympks in the
your high school team, your USS
year 2000?
clubs. I can go back to my high
school teammates. There are so
many people. There's not really one
I am undecided. I'll be
role model; it's a combined effort
graduating
here
in
Of course, the main role model is
December of "97. I have a
my family, because they are the career ahead of me, and a lot of
ones who have always been there.
things change in four years.

NOW HIRING
Interview for Richmond and AthensBoonesboro, Exit 104 stores. Apply in
person ordeal] 623-6985 OfJ{63*fS7S. _

FREE 1/4 lb.* single
with this coupon and a purchase of a single.
Cheese, bacon & tax extra. *Net wt. before cooking.

™#
1059 BfiREA RD

RICHMOND, KY.

Call ahead
for faster
service.
*

Choose from a

75 Piece Shrimp
Party Platter

20 Piece Chicken Tenders
Party Platter

Perfect for hoi iday gatherings

■

$2.00 Off

Profiles

CHICKEN & FRIES

Shrimp or Chicken

If you know somebody who deserves to be profiled and has a link to Eastern, contact Jamie Neal or Marie Moffftt at 622-1872.

, Chicken, Fries.
• Hush Puppies &
\ Sweet 4c Sour Sauce

Party Platter

i
1

■ i.i i in iin

w CALIFORNIA NAILS

liiytor's Sporting Goads

*,»*

n

prss

•China Silk • French Manicures • Tip Overlay
• Acrylic • Sculpture Nail • Fiberglass • Nail Deisgn
. • Gel • Curve Nail • Manicure • Pedicure

Full Sel of Acylic Nails Fill in
-

FREE FRENCH MANICURE with purchase of a Full Set of Nails
Richmond Mall
piease present this coupon
Open Mall Hours
626 8922
Walk-ins Welcnmei

FISH & FRIES
Fish, Fries,
ji Hush Puppies
| &.Tartar Sauce

Plaques - Trophies - Custom Engraving
j All Types of Lettering Indudmg Custom Greek
Russell T-Shirts &Sweatshirts

$30
$18

t«n»il «nr ptjltrr p*r coupon
' paid with ar» utlwi .JT
I toupraw. O* diKourii ofirft
I parbopjtiAg Capum D .
OH
r.pim January Jl. Iff?

^m
iiom*r Sot good

k>-».impart p»r <u
-Hh jn/fchcr coupon of drKOwoi
rib. I.,.,,, ilylUfW lOitttrca
[■ RAMI. Rjttwnend. Kv

|Coltog8 Park Canter Hours: 9 -7p.m. 623-9517 Open 6 days a
WaAccaptVtea* Mastercard
■■a^aaaaWWaaaMa^aMBaaa^gg1 'I
I

^^E^OOD%_

ICS

, One coupon pas cuMoanai \M _
»ilh any oihrr coupon or diwtHini
offer r.p.r« 11/JSV96 lOWBrru
' Ro.d Richmond. K,

H FISH & CHICKEN
■ & Chicken

$

3 29

I One coupon per customer Not good
wnhan« oUSet coupon or aaicowni
, oiler t.pur. 11/21/96 tost Utt*
Road. Rjcrunond. K y
f

*lAr'*n***mfi/icT.

Madison County
Crisis Pregnancy Center
There's hope
because there's help.

624-3942
If no answer, call

1-800-822-5824
Regular Hours
Tuesday and Wednesday
9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
and Tuesday evening
by appointment.
316 Geri Lane Richmond. KY 40475
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FAST PHOTO LAB AND STUDIO
2130 Lexington Rd. • Suite C • Harper Square
Richmond, KY 40475 • 606-625-0077
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• One Hour Photo
*
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All EKU Students
& Teachers Receive

• Slides Overnight

■■» r

♦A

• B/W Developing

BELIEVE IT OR NOT. THIS GUY
KIN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure
is the course description,
and Army ROTC is the
name. It's the one college
elective that builds
your self-confidence,
develops your leader-

ship potential and helps
you take on the challenge of command.
There's no obligation
until your junior year,
so there's no reason not
to try it out right now.

§g

• Film
• Portraits
• Camera Repair
• Copy Work
• Portfolios
«Fraternity &

For details, visit 515 Begley Building or call

OFF

622-1215

with E.K.U. I.D.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOC CAM Hill

f

Sorority Functions

Activities
► Aurora

Big Bro, Sis
seek student
involvement
BvMiCHAaRoT
Staff writer

I

For those who have the time.
Big Brothers and Big Sisters of
Richmond needs you.
The organization is starting a
chapter here at Eastern.
Dale Suttles. the head of the
Richmond chapter, said the need is
there.
"We try to work with students to
train them to do the work," Suttles
said.
Suttles has done a similar program at the University of Kentucky.
He said he now hopes to transfer it
to Eastern if enough members are
found.
"We need a 25-member group to
start," Suttles said.

--

Eastern students

AIDS Thang!

tmMtmm*

Mark Johnson, an HIV/AIDS specialist, shows off Hems in his safe sax kit; ha holds a penis in a box. Other
items were lubricated and flavored condoms and special undies at the AIDS Thang seminar Monday night.

The program has many students
enrolled, including members of Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Chapter President Bill Sullivan
said the program was a good one to
choose.
"It lets us get back to the community to get rid of the bad images
that go with fraternities," Sullivan
said.
Other students do it because of
interest; Sasha Fugate, an Eastern
student, heard about the program
through a friend.
"I like children," Fugate said. "I
know that I can help a child and be
helpful to them."

Student
magazine
accepting
best works
PftOQMII STAFF HPMH

Student Cybil Cheek became
interested after seeing the program
mentioned
on
WKYT's
"NewsFirst"
"I got the information and went
from there," Cheek said.

Big sibling process
Becoming a Big Brother/Big
Sister is a fairly simple process:
(1) The person must attend an orientation to see how the program
works
(2) A screening process is used to
select people; after that, the person
is paired.
"Dale matches you up with a
child with the same interests,"
Cheek said.

Activities
For the rest of the year, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters will be helping families with Thanksgiving and
Christmas.
The organization will help families with dinners and presents each
holiday.
One thing that Suttles said he
hopes to have planned is a Kids'
Sake Bowl-a-thon.
"A person would pledge, say, 3
cents for each pin knocked over,"
Suttles said.
Suttles said more Big Brothers
are needed. Those interested can
contact (606) 259-1120.

Eastern's student literary magazine, Aurora, is accepting manuscripts for its Spring 1997 issue to
be published in April.
Short stories and poems arc
both accepted.
Over 60 years, the English
department has been publishing th«works of students.
"The purpose is to publish some
of the best writing the Eastern stn
dents do," said William Sutton, professor in the English department.
The annual issue will be offered
to students for $1.
They (students) can see themselves publish and other students
can read what other students write,'
Sutton said.

Guidelines
Short stories should be no mot«
than 3,000 words, and no more than
eight poems will be accepted.
All stories must be doublespaced and typed. All poetry can be
single-spaced.
Include your name, address and
phone number of the writer(s)
Send manuscripts to Sutton, depart
ment of English, Case Annex 495.

Deadline
Deadline is Feb. 1, 1997. Cash
awards for the best fiction and best
poetry to appear in each issue will
be given on Honor's Day in April.

Eastern drives for local families
Mum MOFWTT
Activities editor

.

BY

Food drives are kicking off on
Eastern's campus. Residence halls,
religious centers and Greek organizations are working on getting food
for families during the holiday season.
The Newman Center and
Eastern's student Health Club are
sponsoring a food drive, which
begins Nov. 24 and lasts until Dec.
15.
"We'll take anything," said Kathy
Schmitt, campus minister.

Drop-off spots for the items will
be the Newman Center, St. Mark's
Catholic Church, and the Begley
Building. Donated items should be
canned or dried foods such at
canned fruit, boxed raisins, peanut
butter, tuna fish and macaroni-andcheese.
"Anything will be taken, even
vegetables," Schmitt said.
Some of the donations will be
given to the Home Meals deliveries, Kentucky River Foothills and
the Salvation Army.
The donations will benefit families for Thanksgiving and

Christmas dinners.
"We're very happy to help cosponsor this effort to help the
needs of our neighbors," Schmitt
said.
Schmitt said she believes (here
will be a great turnout of donated
goods, since food will be collected
over several weeks.
"It gives people a chance to put
their faith into action, to truly give
what people need and not just what
people want," Schmitt said.
PI Kappa Alpha President Bill
Sullivan said his fraternity is adopting two families. The fraternity is

collecting money for their
Christmas dinners and having the
food prepared.
"We are going to try to deliver
the food ourselves," Sullivan said.
The fraternity is also adopting
two children to buy gifts for.
Sullivan says Pi Kappa Alpha is glad
to be helping others out during the
holiday season.
Some residence halls have put
out boxes where students can drop
off canned goods that will be used
for families during the holiday season.

► Panhellenic Week

Cohen to speak on gender relations
BY

aUwe MoFFrn

Activities editor

Panhellenic week closes with
the owner of a multi-million dollar
pre-employment screening company speaking at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Grise Auditorium.
Tammy Cohen, a certified PHR
(Professional in Human Resources)
of Atlanta, Ga, is an alumnae of Phi
Mu Sorority and facilitates the
"Gender Gap" seminar on gender
relations.
Panhellenic week is an annual

Founded in 1984.
Serving Madison County
Since 1989.

event where sorority members on
campus come together and learn
about the histories of other sororities and about themselves. A female
speaker is always invited to come
and speak on women's issues.
"Cohen is very well-respected by
women in Atlanta," said Cari
Heigle, Greek adviser.
Cohen performs presentations
for high schools, colleges and nonprofit organizations.
She is known as a powerful presenter who captivates, motivates
and educates her audience.

"She's real upbeat and bubbly,"
said Amy Vaughn, an assistant to
Cohen.
A panel of men will be present,
and the panhellenic council has
invited other Greek men and students to attend.
"It's an educational session
between men and women," said
Jamie King, panhellenic council
president, "It's supposed to be
interactive, entertaining and fun."
"She (Cohen) is real good at
keeping their (students) attention
and relating more on their level,"
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Vaughn said.
King said the event is basically a
time for Greek women to unite and
come together.
"If s a learning type thing. We
are Greek women and proud of
that," King said.
Cohen has been speaking for
about four to five years. Vaughn
said Cohen is a very generous person who gives a lot to her family,
friends and community.
"She gives a lot in all directions,"
Vaughn said.
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Brian Sii

Sports

V_

What
they say,
what they
mean
While surveying last week's
Progress, I couldn't help but
wonder what some coaches
were really thinking when they
made certain statments.
Subject No. 1: Colonel basketball coach Mike Calhoun.
IThe first test of the season
for Calhoun's squad came exhibition-style
against the
Kentucky
Sports
Reach
Crusaders.
Eastern
won the
game 10081.
"We gave
up too many
points
CHAD QUEEN
tonight, and
we need to
xmmmmmmmmmm work on
rebounding
and protecting the basketball,"
Calhoun said.
TRANSLATION: / know the
students and fans with tickets get
free tacos when MM get over 75
points, but what about the
coach?

Lady Colonels try to forget districts
"We didn't run up to our potential," Erdmann said "We're gonna
try and point it out to them and
then forget about it"
National rankings proved to be
fairly accurate at the meet North
Carolina State won the race and
North Carolina-Chapel Hill placed
second. Both teams automatically
qualified for the NCAA championships.
Eastern finished 20th out of 46
teams with 521 points. Out of the
team's total, the No. 3-5 runners
accounted for 460 points.

BTCH*OQUHH

Assistant sports sdtor

Amnesia was evident among
Eastern's women's cross country
team a few days after its showing in
the NCAA District ffl meet
"I think a lot of people had a bad
day," Lady Colonel Jamie King
said. "I've just sort of forgotten
about itCoach Rick Erdmann shared
King's sentiment after dissecting
his team's performance.

Mandy Jones (29th) and Jamie
King (32nd) paced the team. Jones
crossed the finish line in 18:08;
King was four seconds behind her.
After them, the time and place
between runners widened.
Jenni Brown (94th) finished 40
seconds behind King. Rounding
out the scoring five were Sarah
Blossom (165th) and Sara
Monteleone (201).
Before the race, Erdmann
voiced concern of a one-minute
gap between the top five, which he
said could mean 100 other runners

Piggyback runners

\ Looking to championships
•of another variety, cross coun; try coach Rick Erdmann was
•on the road preparing the
! women's team for the District
• III meet hosted by Furman
I University.
• "I think we're in relatively
Igood shape, physically,"
• Erdmann said. "If the top three
', run well, then we have to have
■ a good performance from the
\ other four. One of the freshmen
• will have to run the race of
,' their lives."
TRANSLATION: Will some; one please check the rule book
• pertaining to team members
; helping each other? I wonder
• which Lady Colonel cam piggy| back one of the others?
These possible thoughts
\ have been brought to you by
• an assistant sports editor with
; one too many cups of coffee
- and too much spare time on
; his hands.
This column probably fits
best into the what if category,
but bey, some of these
thoughts may cross coaches'
minds every once in a while.
OK, maybe not.

1

Invitational. Blossom finished second, two seconds ahead of Bard.
More than a month later, on Oct.
18, the two met again, and it was
nearly as close. Bard won the
race, and Blossom was four seconds behind her, churning second
place.
At districts, the difference
remained in Bard's favor, this time
with a greater advantage. The
Lady Cardinal finished seventh in
17:29p. Nearly two minutes and
150 spots separated the two competitors.

► Football

Both Easterns in
must-win spots
OVC Football
Standings

BYBWM

Sports editor
For Eastern and Eastern Illinois
it has come down to this.
Both squads will battle 2:30 p.m.
Saturday in Charleston, HL, for second-place in the Ohio Valley
Conference and a possible at-large
bid for the Division I-AA playoffs.
"This should be a great football
game Saturday with what*s on the
line," Eastern coach Roy Kidd said.
The Colonels' playoff chances
are slimmer
than
the

Gridiron quotes

Basketball is just beginning,
but football is winding down its
season.
The Colonels' football playoff hopes dimmed after the loss
against Murray State, and
coach Roy Kidd offered his
reflection about the team's
future and chance for postseason play:
There is a slim chance, but
there is a chance," Kidd said.
"If the committee looks at our
schedule, they might invite
us, but we've got to beat
Austin Peay and Eastern
Illinois."
TRANSLATION: Who needs
an invitation ? Our schedule
should give us an automatic
pass, without worrying about
anything else. Heck, we'll stage
our own playoffs.
Kidd was quoted again in
senior football player Brandyon
iJraniley's profile.
Said Kidd, "Each year, he
has gotten better and better.
He's been a big asset to our
program."
TRANSLATION: What's this
graduation thing? Can we
maybe dress him in another
number, with a different haircut
nest year? We need him to continue to help the program.
Playoff-bound Murray staged
a victory celebration at Hanger
Field short of pulling down the
goalposts. Racers' headman
Houston Nutf s team clinched
its second consecutive conference title by beating Eastern.
"Our players don't know how
big this win is," Nutt said.
TRANSLATION: Somebody
warm up the buses. I don't think
our fans and players realize
we're not at home, and a celebration like this could make it
difficult to make it out of the stadium. Where is my armed
escort?

at districts sandwiched in there.
As it turned out, 1:47 separated
the Lady Colonels five, and there
were 172 runners within that time
frame.
"When somebody performs
below his or her abilities, that*s what
disappoints me," Erdmann said.
One disappointment Erdmann
mentioned compared Blossom's
performance against University of
Louisville runner Betina Bard in
two meets.
Sept 14, they faced off in the
Miami
University
College

Panthers,
but all four
of Eastern's
losses have
come
to

EmtMTrfc**te*TI
IMsisiiig
***********

then-ranked
When: 230 p.m.
opponents. "
Saturday
The
where:
Coloncly.
Chameelon, W.

Above: Even kicker John Wright
(right) tried to get In on the
Colons)*' improved dsfenslvs effort
in the second halt. Wright and
Dedric Campbell tried to bring down
Austin Peey's Roderick Thompson
during a kkkoff.
Left: Colonel tailback William
Murrell was congratulated by offensive tackle Roger Oriandini after
Murrell scored on a 48-yard touchdown run. The senior from Mayfield
ended with 153 yards rushing on 27
attempts. Murrell also eclipsed the
1,000 yard mark for the second consecutive season in the win. He now
has 1.034 yards on the ground this
year.

Brian Svrvns^rogjMS

record orw~4
\WCK-V
Wfc T
4,6-lOVC.
*
"The
committee would have to base it on
our schedule," Eastern coach Roy
Kidd said. "I think if we win, weVe
got a chance."
If the 19th-ranked Panthers win,
however, their chances would be
greater, because the team would
have only three losses.
"We believe there will be a few
teams to get in with three losses,"
Eastern Illinois coach Bob Spoo
said. "So, if we can beat Eastern
Kentucky, we definitely believe we
deserve to go. Of course, there are
other teams with three losses saying the same thing, but at least we
have a chance, so the motivation Is
there to get after it Saturday."
The players know the importance of the game.
"For me and my other senior
offensive linemen, this could be our
last game, so it's gonna be emotional," center Son Tran said.
"We have to play well to beat
Eastern Illinois," tight end Ssl
Davis said. "The one thing we've
got going against them is that they
lost last week."
In the 31-24 loss to Middle
Tennessee, Eastern Illinois turned
the baD over six times, something
they are not known for. But the
Panthers made a furious fourthquarter comeback that came up
short

Mum*
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee

M
6-1
8-2
4-3
3-4

Tennessee Stats

3-4

SEMO
Tennessee Martin
Austin Peay

2-5
1-6
0-7

"We were flat Saturday at
Middle Tennessee," Spoo said.
"We had six turnovers at Middle
Tennessee, and we'd only had nine
total up to Saturday's game, so we
must hang onto the football and
control the clock. That's been the
key to our success up to this
point"
When the Panthers do control
the dock, they do it with one of the
best offenses in the league.
Kidd said the Eastern Illinois
offense is the best his squad will
see this year. The Panthers average
236 yards passing a game and 190
on the ground.
"They've got a good balanced
offense," Kidd said. Their offensive
line is huge.
"Defensively, they give you a lot
of stunts to confuse you."

Colonels get past Peay

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.— The
Colonels found themselves tied at
10, heading into the locker room
with winless Austin Peay.
"After the half, we tried to get
our kids to play with a little more
intensity," Kidd said.
That intensity brought about a
24-10 win over the Governors.
In the second stanza, the
Colonel defense stole the show.
Eastern limited Peay to only 89
net yards after locker room adjustments.
"We tightened down our weakside," defensive coordinator Jack
Ison said. "We just sent a linebacker every once and a while to
disrupt the option."
The offense also did its Job in the
second stanza.
William Murrell scored on runs
of 3 and 48 and earned offensive
player of the week honors for his
153 yards rushing on 27 carries.

► Volleyball

Winning ways end for Eastern
Smith, who hit at .130.
No. 2 seed. Eastern Illinois, at 9
"We got frustrated in Eastern am
"The only thing that gives me
Illinois," Pohrino said. That frustrapeace of mind is the entire confertion took us out of the match."
The road to Missouri found ence has a team like Eastern's,"
another loss, but better perfor- Pohrino said.
If head-to-head matches are any
mances from several players.
Addington was joined by three Indication, the outcome from
other teammates in the .300-plus Murray may have a few twists.
club. Mindy Shaull led all Colonels
Out of the 10-team conference,
with a .417 percentage.
only three teams have dominated
Friday, the Colonels begin play the Colonels this year. SEMO,
in the OVC tourney. The first Murray State and Morehead State
match for Eastern in the single- kept Eastern winless during its twoelimination competition is at 5 p.m. game series.
Of that threesome, SEMO and
from Murray, Ky.
Polvino's squad is the seventh Murray have a top 10 district rankseed and sets it up against the 10th ing. Eastern Illinois just missed this
mark.
seed, Tennessee State.
The OVC champ will be
"They're a team that has come
into their own this year," Pohrino crowned Sunday. An automatic bid
said. "They're not going to make a to the NCAAs isnt awarded to the
lot of errors, so you have to keep champ, so a play-in will occur Nov.
30, between the OVC champ and
the pressure on them."
This year, State recorded its first the Mid-Continent tourney champ.
"I'm not sure about the tournawin in OVC volleyball since beginment, because sometimes we do
ning conference play in 1987.
Some five hours after the State good against top teams, and we
Eastern showdown, the winner will have trouble against the lower
come back for a battle against the teams," setter Ozge AUadbay said.

BTCH*DQUBB>

Asohrtant sports odkor
Since the early 1980s, Eastern
volleyball has had one continuous
standard in the Ohio Valley
Conference—the Colonels produced winning league records.
This year's campaign put an end
to that trend.
Tve got to believe competition
in the conference is just getting
tougher," Eastern coach Gen
Pohrlnosaid.
After the weekend's action, the
Colonels (12-18,7-11 OVC) finished
the regular season with back-toback losses. Eastern lost at conference newcomer Eastern Illinois 1513, 14-16, 5-15. 7-15 and also at
Southeast Missouri State 13-15, 715,15-7,10-15.
Against Eastern Illinois, the
maroon and white had one player
attack above the .300 percentage.
Senior Shelby Addington recorded
a .319 mark. Addington had 18 kills
with three errors on 47 attacks.
Her nearest teammate was Kelly

I

Amy KewrWProgresi
Freehman Chrlety Russell had 8 kills in the loss to Eastern Illinois Friday.
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Ready or not, hoopsters set for tipoffs
Get your
medical
card out
for games

Men's team promises a lot of surprises
BY

aged 10.6 points.
"Carlo* Bess la an outstanding
guard," CaJhoun said. "As good of a
guard that we've had at that position.
For us to be successful, Carlos has to
have a big year."
Abo expected to have a big year
is center Matt Simons.
The junior from Shelbyvflle had
to ait out last rear because of transferring from Louisville, but the 6foot-11-inch, 230 pound Simons
saki his year of playing against
former Colonel
Curtis
Flncher daily in practice prepared him.
It did nothing but help
me get more aggressive
and stronger just trying to
keep up with him,"
Simons said. "A year with
Curtis Flncher, a year
with Clifford Rozier and a
year with Samaki Walker adds
up to hopefully a productive two
years herewith the inside threat of
Simons, junior college transfers
Kevin Johnson (6-foot-9) and
Daniel Sutton (6-foot-7), the
Colonels look taller than ever.
This is the first opportunity
we've had to have a little size,"
Calhoun said. "It would be
really nice if we could put
Daniel Sutton down there a fittie bit more and put Marty
out on the parameter, but
well see how that ffies."
Returning work horse
Aaron Cecil and Warren
Stukes, who sat out last
year because of an injury,

Spolodfor

From the opening gsme Saturday
at Loyola of Chicago to the seasonending Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament Feb. 27, Eastern men's
basketball coach Mike Calhoun
knows what to expect
1 think there is gonna be some
surprises this year," said
Calhoun, who will begin his
fifth year at the helm of the
Colonels. "With surprises, you
have good and you have bad."
The bad, of course, has
come about with the question if Junior forward
Marty Thomas will be
able to play this year.
Thomas has an arthritic condition in his back
and didn't practice until
Nov. 13, but did play in the
Colonies exhibition win
over Mladoat Yugoslavia.
This Marty situation
affects us in all areas,
because this pushes a
couple of people to play
some positions that normally we weren't counting
on them to play," said
Calhoun, whose squad
went 13-14, 7-9 OVC last
year. "If s amazing how one
guy in a program like ours
can affect everything."
The good news is that
we've got some real good
players coming in and good
players returning."
Headlining the return- ,
ing players is senior 'V <•
CarlosBess.
\fcs*
The shooting guard will
be the Colonels' captain _
,..
._.
fortheseason.
canoe DM* WM n

are also expected to

Ust
year,
the tha captain tor Eastarn.
Lexington native averDon KrighVPrograss

receive playing time in
the frontcourt
Joining Bess in the
backcourt will be point
guard Travis Inskeep.
The junior saw limited action last year at the

point guard position.
"Irs an unknown, but we feel
we've improved purselves at that
position," Calhoun said.
After visiting Loyola of
Chicago, the Colonels will
return home to play Ohio
Valley College.
Austin Peay will be the
first conference opponent
for the Colonels Dec. 7.
Eastern was picked to finish seventh in the league
"Every game, we feel
like we have an opportunity
to win," Calhoun said.
If they do that, then there win
definitely be some surprises.

Before entering Alumni
Coliseum for Lady Colonel basketball games this year, be sure
your medical insurance is paid up.
When you come to watch the
1906 women's basketball team at
Eastern, you could leave with a
neck brace on because of having
to repeatedly turn your neck to
watch the fast-paced action.
This team
will be the
quickest
Larry Joe
Inman will
ever have.

1996-97 schedule
Nov. 23
Loyola Univ.
Nov. 26
Ohio Valley
Nov. 30
MnotsStata
D«o.7
AuatlnPaay
Dae 10
Miami (Ohio)
Dae. 14
FtorWalnt
Dae 21
Samford
Dae. 27-28
ktna tourney
Jan. 4
MddleTenn.
Jan. 6
Tenn. Tech
Jan. 11
SEMO
Jan. 13
Eastern III.
Jan. 16
Morehead
Jan. 18
Murray
Jan. 20
UT-Martln
Jan. 25
Austin Peay
Tenn. Stata
Jan. 27
Fao.1
TenruTach
Fab. 3
Middla Tenn.
Eastern Ml.
Fab. 8
SEMO
Fab. 10
Fab. 13
MorohMd
UT-Martin
Fob. 15
Fab. 17
Murray
Fab. 22
Tana State
Fab. 27
OVC tourney
Horn* gams* In bold

Running —

Junior Matt Simons will
give Eastern more of an
inside threat for the season. Simons is a transfer
from Louisville.
Brian Simms/Progress

Speed, excitement to highlight Lady Colonels' season
BY CHAD QUEEN

Assistant sports editor

When you go to a Lady Colonel
basketbaU game this year, prepare to
stay for awhile.
"I'm telling you if you come in to
watch, we may trap you," Eastern
coach Larry Joe Inman said.
"We're gonna play a wide-open
game this year. We're gonna
press, we're gonna run."
The fast-paced style gets its
first true test Friday and
Saturday
at
the
Lady Buccaneer Classic The
Lady Colonels travel to
Johnson City, Tenn. to tip off
against Georgia Southern and
East Tennessee State.
Campus and Richmond get a
taste of the 1996-1997 campaign 7:30
p.m. Monday against Marshall in
Alumni Coliseum.
Inman pointed to speed as a
strength in the latest edition of the
Lady Colonels. The senior twin tandem of Stephanie Davis and Tiffany
Davis are nicknamed "Double
Trouble" and almost seem to disappear on the court
Stephanie Davis returns to action
this year, after being redshirted
because of a bad knee.
"I think that we have a lot of
speed this year, so well be trapping,"
Davis said. "I like defense, so I think
ifU be good for us to wear the other
team down."
Eastern returns four starters from
last season, with Samantha Young as
the lone loss. Young remained on

"We're expecting some great
things out of Laphelia," Inman said.
"We think Laphelia has an opportunity— if she can put the stats like she
did last year —at least of getting
mentioned for Al 1-American status."
Joining Doss from last year is
Katrina Goodrich. Goodrich was
plagued by injuries, but came back
near the OVC tourney.
At me perimeter, Lisa Pace Is the
best 3-point shooter we've got'
In' the sophomore class, the
returning trio of Shannon Browning,
Cathy Dues and Jennifer King is
part of the formula for success.
Those people have to step up and
score well inside for us," Inman
said. They have to give us that
when Laphelia and some other
people are out with foul trouble
and this, that and the other."
Inman mentioned some
newcomers that will contribute.
Chrissy Roberts transferred
from the University of Kentucky.
"She's a great player and
she's excitement plus," Inman
said. "She has the speed of a Meisha
...If you come In
Thomas and the scoring ability of
Kim Mays."
to watch, wo
Laurel Friedman was a junior college second team All-American who
may trap you.
expected to contribute this year.
Larry Inman, was
As of Nov. 8, she left school. Inman
women's coach said it was due to homesickness.
Transfer Amanda Reid has
»
stepped up and assumed Friedman's
the team at graduate assistant
scholarship. Reid transferred from
Laphelia Doss led the OVC in Union College.
Two freshmen were singled out
rebounding average per game, and
was also ranked nationally in the top as contributors for their first year,
Natalie Mays and Maria Gearhart
10.

Colonels
rWKfc,

"Our goal is to win the
OVC conference," Tiffany
Davis said. Then go to
tournament, win that town and
go to the NCAA this year. We
feel Gke we have the team to do
it"
Sports editor Brian Simms
tribuUd to this story.

COM

1996-97 schedule
Nov. 22

Lady
Buccaneer
Classic
Marshall
Nov. 25
Nov. 29-30
Shravapon
Shootout
Dec. 4
Wright State
Austin Peay
Dac7
Detroit Mercy
Dae, 30
MMdla Tenn.
Jan. 4
Term. Tech
Jan. 5
Jan. 11
SEMO
Jan.13
Eastern II.
Morehsad
Jan. 18
Murray
Jan. 18
UT-Martin
Jan. 19
Jan. 25
Austin Peay
Tenn. State
Jan. 27
Tenn. Tech
Feb.1
Feb. 2
MkkflaTenn.
Kentucky
Feb. 5
Eastern III.
Feb. 8
SEMO
Fab. 9
Morehead
Fab. 13
UT-Martin
Feb. 15
Fab. 17
Murray
Feb. 22
Term. State
Feb. 25
OVC tourney
Home games hi bold

tt

Tiffany Davis will be a shooting guard.
Brian Simms/Prograss

no make that
sprinting —
upand down
the court will
beatrademarkofthis
year's squad
BRIAN SIMMS -'that promises to give
opponents
mmmmmmmi
whiplash
from jerking back and forth. ***
"I like to play for fun, and that's
up and down the floor," Inman said.
That's the way I love to coach."
It is also the best way to watch.
One drawback to all of this
running is the depth of your
bench; hut don't worry, Inman's
bench is as deep as the Marianas
Trench
"When youVe got enough depth,
you've got to run," Inman said.
Right now, mark I down The
women win finish, at the worst,
third in the league, and first or
second isa strong possibility.
On the men's team,
there are many questions.
Questions about
' whether or not Marty
Thomas wul be able to play and
if some people can fill the roles
they are expected to. If these
questions cannot be answered a
couple of weeks into the season,
then it could be a long one for
head coach Mike Calhoun.
The theme for us is weTe just
going to have to wait and see,"
Calhoun said.
Thomas did see action for the
first time in the Colonels exhibition win over Yugoslavia Select,
and Calhoun said he will be in the
starting line up for the Colonels
firstgame against Loyola.
The team will be watching his
condition on a day by day basis. The
question of whether his back can
sustain the pressure of the entire
season is stffl there, and the possibility of a redshirt is also still present
With as much size as the
Colonels have this year, they have
to be able to use their strength
and be able to work the ball
inside against the zone. But at the
same time, they have to have
players quick enough to keep up
with the many talented guards in
the league
The team's first test in the conference comes Dec 7 against
Austin Peay.
The women will face the
Governors just before the men at
4 p.m., and if your neck doesn't
hurt, it wouldn't be a bad idea to
stick around and see if the men
have some of their questions
answered.

THE U.B.S. ADVANTAGE
$$$ INSTANT CASH $$$
... and it doesn't matter where you bought them.
At U.B.S. - STUDENTS Are The WINNERS And We APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS-

We Buy Books
All day!
FOR YOUR
Everyday!
USED BOOKS!

CASH

BUY BACK HOURS:

UNIVERSITY
BOOK & SUPPLY

AtEKMl® UBS!

Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Lady Colonels
v».
Austin Peay St
Sat, Dec. 7 @ 4:00 pm
A*

Athletic Ticket Office
126 Alumni Coliseum

(606)622-2122
Students free with valid ID

No Lines • No Wait • No Fuss • No Fight!
Log On: http://www.ubs-eku.com/
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Tall transfer satisfied with anonymity
BrLaPornw
SpotUwriiT

At 6 feet 11 inches, Matt Simons
has a good view of the world
around him, and as a junior broadcasting major, he plans to see a lot
more of it
A transfer from the University of
Louisville, Simons had to sit out last
season due to NCAA rules — rules
that he believes helped him mature
on and off the court.
"Before I transferred from U of
L, they were talking about redshirt-

ing me, so I figured if I was going to
sit out the year, I might as well
transfer and sit out here," Simons
said.
He transferred from Louisville
for many reasons.
After his parents divorced and
his stepfather died the same year,
his confidence in his playing ability
went down.
Another factor was he was playing behind two future NBA players
in Clifford Rozler and Samaki
Walker.
"Coming out of high school, I

was averaging 19 points, nine
rebounds and three blocked shots,"
Simons said. "Then I get to
Louisville, and I'm playing against
Clifford and Samaki, and they kept
beating me in everything I tried to
do.
"Plus, I got in some trouble off
the court, and both factors affected
my mental state and my playing
ability," Simons said.
Many factors helped him decide
to transfer to Eastern.
The main factor was Eastern is
close to home, and it enables him

to have his 2-year-old son close to
him
Also, the quality of the sports
program and the fact Eastern
recruited him out of high school
helped him transfer here.
"Here at Eastern, there are less
distractions for me," Simons said.
That's good and bad. It seems the
students and citizens of Richmond
don't seem enthusiastic about the
basketball program here, whereas
in Louisville everyone is a big fan.
There, people looked at me as
an object and always wanted my

autograph, and here people look at
me and treat me like a person. I like
that," Simons said.
Although Simons said Louisville
has better athletic facilities, he said
his teammates now are a lot better,
and the people are nicer. He also
said Eastern has a better team program, and he really likes his new
coach, Mike Calhoun.
"Coach Calhoun is very enthusiastic, and he keeps me focused on
how I need to better my game,"
Simons said. "He is a good motivator and helps everyone with their
mental preparation.

Brian SawnsfiDoress
Matt Stow* tiandsiisd tarn LtaiwHh.

High Cholesterol??
LOWER YOUR
CHOLESTEROL UP TO

15% IN 4 WEEKS
WITH ALL NATURAL

LDL-LITE™
Available at following
pharmacies:
Leading Discount Pharmacies

copyrite
printing
A Complete
Copying
bcrwcc

■Resumes
■ Programs

A Complete
PrintinrScrvict
Southern Rills Plaza

624-1251

►Ad Index
Apollo's Pizza A8
Army ROTC B4
Athletic Martketing A5, B7
Balloons to Go B2
California Nails B4
Captain D's B4

Save The People You Call Up To 44%

For

on « 3-min AT*T

Check Exchange B2
China Hut A7
Copyrite B8
Dairy Queen B2
EKU Bookstore A5
First Gear A4
Fitness Now A4
Gift Box A5. B4
Gold Star Chili A7
LDLLITEB8
Lane's Hairstyling B2
Lexington Ice Center B5
Little Professor Books A8
MCIB8
Madison Co. Crisis Ctr. B4
Merle Norman B3
Mother's Laundry A4
PC Systems B5
Paco's A5
Payless Shoes A7
Picture Perfect B4
Planet Sun Tanning A7
RAM-PAGE A5
Recordsmith B2
Regis A7
Richmond Mall Movies B2
Royal Pizza B2
Sera Tec B2
Stoneworth Shirt Co. A7
Student Development A7
Subway A5, B3
Taylor's Sporting Goods B4
TelfordYMCAB4
Top Notch Laundry B2
Travel Agts. International A4
UBS B5, B7
University Cinemas B2
Village Florist B2
Visa GTE Phonecard A3
VisaA6
Water Street Mall B2
Wendy's B4
We only have two more
issues this semester.
Reserve your ad today
for our December
issues. Call your ad rep
today, 622-1881.
Deadlines for:
Dec. 5, reserve by Dec. 2
Dec. 12, reserve by Dec. 9
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HOLIDAY BIG VALUf MtAL
8 PttCIS Of CHICKEN. ^ BISCUITS.
LG. MASHtD POTATOfS.
COlfSLAW & PtACH COBBLtR

$

5.99o

8 Pcs. Chicken* &
4 Biscuits

12 Pcs. Chicken* &
6 Biscuits

$

9.99

Big Value Meal

8 Pcs. Chicken;
4 Biscuits, 2 Large
Sides & 1 Large
Peach Cobbler
Piu« i»« i inn 4
Mm lurtf« ■hllrAWr* pM■ '.

HacdcET-i

imvi aum Mtx uOvra Ofe not good
r ovi*»Mon «th any a*w atton Ona coupon par
cuatamar par «■( PMN Cuatcmar nui pa, in
■a. a* C«w«u»l 100 C* I< OH* goodMar regular bnalitoai wxn tor ■ tmaaa ma a oateaaaang
I^MM

Hasdeeri

Ptoaai gww coupon Baton e»danrn Otar not good
ri corrtoaMon «an at-* Of** (*n On* coupon par
auatomar p» «w. ptoaaa Cuatomar nuip»uM
I* dua Caatt «« i/iOO ol 11 Oto* good afar in.
Mr tnMom noun tor a VM in* at partceaang
0«»«<nr«12OI»

CUM Hmi Food S*Mra K Ml
»H»B CK30 0374

ctBK HMHitaaSwmKlD

$

2.99
2 Pcs. Chicken;

2 Small Sides,
1 Biscuit &
1 Medium Drink
Plu. TU. UMtl 4
<<tVUlgh pint*

•IIMI-W

\tafeerto

praaart coupon Datora ctdanno, Oltor not good
■Mm** nr ofwothn Ona coupon par

$

9.99

Big Value Meal
8 Pcs. Chicken;
4 Biscuits, 2 Large
Sides & 1 Large
Peach Cobbler

Hatdeero

$

5.99o

8 Pcs. Chicken" &
4 Biscuits

$

7:i99

12 Pcs. Chicken" &
6 Biscuits
TU. UMTT 4.
HUB
■In. IIMW •hllrAUik plr.n

Hairieeri

dua Caah <M i 100 a( if Otto oood i
Draantoai tan tor a mud tona a pantoaang

Plaaaa prawn coupon baton ordanng Otar -<ct good *>
oorftnalon ati any of* otton Ona coupon par cua
torn* par vat ptoaaa Cuaom* muM pat- uMiv
dua Caart atua MOO of i« Otto* pod** ragutor
braaktaat noun tor a Mad oma m pantaating

Plian prawn coupon Baton oroarro Otor not good
n lOmbraion *•> any otar ofton Ona coupon par
ouaontr par wM ptoaaa Cuatomar **m pa, •**»
■a dua Cain *MM I too of i< Ottor good aft* aouHr Vaattoat noun tor a imaad tana at panopaang

0nw*pn»123i9b"
C19B6 Marda»»r-ood$flaj*»lrcMB

OHvacpra 1231*96
cim rrtvdaai food Sy«r« n MS

OAyatpm 12^196
t IBM HarOMM fooo Syaan* nc M3

*#4»V#«J

So Big, It's Scary.

•'

8 Strips of Bacon
3 Slices of Cheese
21/4 lb/ Beef Patties
'A^.Pre-CookedWetght
■

$

1.49
The Works
Burger
w/ Cheese

$

1.49
The Boss"
Burger
PIM

Taa. LOOT 4.

Pine T« LIMIT 4.

$

1.99
Frisco"
Burger
Plus Tfci. LOOT 4.

$

$

1.49 a

1.69

Regular Roast Beef
Sandwich
-orHot Ham 4N'
Cheese" Sandwich

Chicken Fillet
Sandwich
Rui TU LOUT 4

Plu* TM. LOOT 4.

I

Hardecro

Vtardeero

Hard«?a?JO

nnniniMoi(0<Mn(>dn^ oa» not gocfl •"
oontnaon *4n any ofar caan Ona capon par o*
tama pa *m pun* CuaBn-ar mat pa* M*M t»
a* Ca* afta "oo of it Otar and mm maim
bra*taa noun W a **mo ana a DarDcpaang

Hum gun capon Baton OTrnn 0*a not pood
r oorrtaraaan **> any c*ar a*n Or* taoa" par
amarm par ■*■ pHaw OarairuiwWHai
dut CaVxaiua t tOOot ti Oa* gooda** raguar
ntxn tot a araad a*» a pancpaang

Paaaa praan coupon baton* or*nng 0*r not good
r cofTCrakor ** any otwr on*» Ona capon pt>
cuaom* p* MM pana Cuaonar mua par MM a*
Qua Caan mmM noo c* 1* Oa* good aaar raguar
beata houn fcr a »maad an a partnpaWg
HTOeai raaauraa,

OtW*pn«l23i%
.'9B6 Madat.FaMSi-arr. K aOJ

Othtfxpns 1231*6
c-986 *aoaa» Pood ST—m *x Ml

Oferecpres 123196
:i«6 HvONiroodSfvam R Ml

ttardecj o!
Ptaaajraaar*
•am capon batora
oatn crdarra O** not good
•On *«i any otar otan One capon pa
cuaavnar par
gar *at paaaa Cuavn* matIpajflal
patr MM a*
dua Caafi <a—
•mat i'iX
«■
c* U Oaa> goodI w
afar -aou*
TV**
panKpaang
baa*** noun fen

Harden o
Paaaa own coupon tatora odenno Oa* not good
D tartmtmn «tn any otfar caan One capon pa>
mnonw. pa *u pHaaa Cuatorna mat par lam
uwdua CaVoaM i lOOotic Oa* good aajr ajgu
«r bra—al noun tor a anaad ana ■ paracpaan
HardaairaaUuvai

0*r«p*esia3l°*
DT9N Karat! «oM Syaa-a KM)

Oferwprn 123196
ci9« HaoaaifoodSyaama W M)

>:

Sliced Ham

99$
$
1.89

■ Bacon, Egg ft Cheese Biscuit
-orTwo Bacon. Egg ft Cheese
Biscuits
n» !■» UMTT 4.

Hxdeeri

Haaaa praaan coupon t*aya Qnamri eta* not good
r> toaOnaaon aaxi any caar caan ona coupon pa
pat MM. otaaat CuaBmaf najat aa> aaM
au dua Cm* «ua t»00 of ic Oaargood dtm ma
iM MaMat ho« tar a Mat) ana a partopaang
OMMMT

Oda anaw I23l«
11MB Hadati Food Sraa-» « MD
4HAR CK30 0374

9QC~*T $i:39
T
990
Frisco "
$
Breakfast
•ijta
1.89
Sandwich
1

Sausage & Egg Biscuit

IWo Sausage & Egg
Biscuits

i'i... i.■ Lawn 4

H... TU. UHT 4

HaidBKb:

in capon batva vtMmg Oaji nor good f
a* aw ofar caan Ona coupon par cur.
nraa, pa aMt paaaa CyaWaai mm »aaia
pa —
dua Caai <aka MOO c* <e Oa* good am >«guar
*** i noun tar a
I parfc paang
Ofeakprw 123196
A Hadat» FoodS

99<s

Sausage & Egg Biscuit I Bacon. Egg A Cheese Biscuit ,

$

1.89

TWo Bacon, Egg ft Cheese
Biscuits

Two Sausage & Egg
Biscuits
TU. LIMIT 4

Plus I.. UMTT 4.

HUB

Hatdeero: Hadeati:

Ptaaaa praaat coupon oabra onJarg 0*a» not good *>
[orror—on *ah ar>> otw o>an Ona capon pa oa
Krrar pa «at pMaa Cualorna ntua par aaaa aa
Qua Can «ua viOO H i( Oaar good durna tajiar
Draatdaa noun tar a kmaad ara a fjarfcpaa"Q
0Daa(prMl231W
C1M« HatdatiFoodS

^— \» mm* coupon oabm otdanng OH» not good r
cnxyaaon «a» an, r*w c*ar\ Ona capon par am,
lomar par •«( paaaa Cuatanar na pay MM M>
dua Caat<«aua I/100C* i« Oaa gcod dum raguar
btaaitaat noun, tar a araad ama a pwfepaaig
OaafaapVM 123196
C1M6 Hadaai Food Syaam n Ml

.
■
|

MatdeBro

aaaa praaar* coupon batata crtanng Ofajt nol good
coreraaon mf any otar caan Ona capon par
—
-1
r pa wat paaaa Cianta* mai par uaa*
■■■
Cj*a««MCOc*i|CaafgooddKigrag
jajr ffwaaa heua tor a araad ana a pancpaang
OUaMcpm 123196
Ciaa. Hadaai Food Syaana R Ml

